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Freshly l a id egg of CJir'(rto)2:6r[crs trachyi)terus Blanchard. 
i s a typ ica l ly cuirved and elongated s t ruc ture with the 
pos te r io r end a l i t t l e more "bluntly rounded than the a n t e r i o r . 
The dorsal surface i s convex while the ven t r a l one i s concave. 
The e n t i r e egg i s covered with a raucous membrane under which 
l i e s the chorion. The chorion i s soft and th in i n a newly l a i d 
egg hut gets hardened l a t e r , causing f rac tures a t d i f ferent 
p laces a t the time of emergence. I n sect ion i t appears to 
cons i s t s of three l aye r s s t a r t i n g from outs ide , the extrachoriqn 
the exo-chorion and the eado-choilon. The exo-and endo-choilon 
show uniformity of thickness a l l over the surface of the egg. 
Below the endo- chorion l i e s a t h in s t ruc tu re l e s s membrane -
the v i t e l l i n e membrane which encloses the e n t i r e yolk mass, 
Ohsearvations on the l i v ing egg show tha t the pos t e r io r end of 
the egg i s character ized by the presence of micropylar canals 
and hydropylar pores . 
Sections of freshly l a i d eggs show a de f in i t e chromosomal 
arrangement i n the pos t e r io r pole which i s probably a metaphase 
stage of maturation d iv is ion . After maturation and subsequent 
f e r t i l i z a t i o n the nucleus undergoes mitot ic d ivis ion with the 
r e s u l t t ha t a few large cleavage c e l l s are formed. Six such 
cleavage c e l l s are present a t 10 hours incubation which l i e i n 
the pos t e r io r extremity of the egg. The cleavage c e l l s divide 
to produce a large number of c e l l s and l a t e r begin to migrate 
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an te r iad . Per iphera l c e l l s tend to airange themselves i n a row 
to form primaiy epithelium. Towards the pos t e r io r pole a c e r t a i n 
number of c e l l s stand out d i s t i n c t l y by t h e i r l a rge r s i ze , 
rounded form and close spacing. This pa r t cons t i t u t e s the 
embryonic blastoderm. The r e s t of the c e l l s of primary epithelium 
a re held a t a distance from each other and form the ex t ra -
embryonic blastoderm. The embryonic p a r t or the germ band then 
undergoes rapid d iv is ion resu l t ing i n the formation of a it)und 
concave disc ly ing i n the pos t e r io r end of the egg. Soon a f t e r 
the d i f f e ren t i a t ion of the germ band embryonic envelops ( the 
amnion and serosa) develop and the serosal c e l l s s t a r t secret ing 
the white and yellow c u t i c l e . The thickness of these two c u t i c l e s 
va r i e s i n d i f ferent p a r t s of the egg being much th icker i n the 
pos t e r io r region than the a n t e r i o r . The white cu t i c l e thickens 
fur ther and f ina l ly disappears leaving only the yellow cu t i c l e 
a t the time of emergence, A th i rd cuticular , , l ayer appears a 
day a f t e r b las tok ines i s and p e r s i s t s t i l l hatching occurs. 
The morphogenesis of the embryo has been described under 
three main headss p re -b l a s tok ine t i c , b l a s tok ine t i c and post -
b l a s tok ine t i c phase. I n a l l twenty three stages have been made 
out during the e n t i r e embryonic development which l a s t s for about 
14 days starti23g from the germ-disc formation upto hatching. 
During p re -b las tok ine t i c phase the embTjo undergoes a remarkable 
increase both i n length and width. Segmentation of the body 
follows soon a f t e r . I n the b las tok ine t i c phase the embryo 
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moves along the pos te r io r pole of the egg and begins to ro ta te 
on i t s own a x i s . At the close of the b la s tok ines i s the embryo 
shortens with i t s head end point ing an te r io r ly and tixil i n the 
opposite d i rec t ion . I n the pos t -b las tok ine t i c phase the e^ubryo 
again s t a r t s growing anter iad and extends upto the whole length 
of the egg. Detai ls of b las tok ine t i c movements and the course 
of revolution have been described. 
Observations were made on the o i lg in of the mesoderm and 
the fa te of the coelomic sacs . I n a l l nineteen p a i r s of coeloraic 
sacs were formed i n the body segments. No t r ace of e i t h e r p re -
antennary or pre-mandibular sac could be seen. Soon a f t e r the 
establishment of these sacs the ca rd iob las t s and germ c e l l s make 
t h e i r appearance. The card iob las t s are formed from the mesoderm 
of the do r so - l a t e ra l regions of the coelomic sacs . Those of the 
opposite sides move towards mid-dorsal region of the embryo along 
with the body-wall and f ina l ly uni te to form the hea r t enclosing 
raid-dorsal s inus . With the separation of the provis ional dorsal 
c losure from the somatic mesoderm a pa i r of l a t e r a l blood sinus 
i s formed. Later these move towards the mid-dorsal region and 
un i t e with each other to form the dorsal s inus . The hear t runs 
from the second maxillary to the ten th abdominal segment. I n 
the head region i t i s connected with the pos te r io r ao r t a . The 
two pa r t s of the cephalic a o r t a - a n t e i l o r and pos t e r i o r are 
derived from the dorso- ros t ra l and dorso-anal pouches of the 
antennary coelom respect ively which supply blood to the head. 
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The p e r i c a r d i a l c e l l s and the p e i l c a r d i a l septums take t h e i r 
o r ig in from the somatic mesoderm. The former l i e on the vent ro-
l a t e r a l s ide of the hea r t as rounded loose c e l l s while the l a t e r 
are seen as t h i n de l i ca te membranes. One of these ca l l ed dorsal 
diaphragm l i e s below the dorsal sinus and the o ther between the 
nerve cord and the developing mid-gut. This i s known as ven t r a l 
septum. The blood c e l l s o i lg ina te from the median mesodermal 
c e l l s which l i e over the developing ganglia of the v e n t r a l nerve 
cord. These c e l l s are l ibe ra ted in the epineural s inus , p e r i -
ca rd i a l chamber, c i rcum- in tes t ina l blood sinus and also i n other 
p laces of the body cav i ty . The oenocytes which are ectoderne-l 
i n o r ig in f i r s t appear before b las tok ines i s and are arranged i n 
the form of groups near each abdominal s p i r a c l e . In the pos t -
b la s tok ine t i c phase t h e i r regular arrangement i s l o s t and they 
a re d i s t r ibu ted as free c e l l s i n a l l abdominal segments. 
Halevent information regarding the development of 
alimentary canal has been provided i n the t e x t . The stomodaeum 
and proctodaeum appear as invaginat ions of ectodermal c e l l s . 
These l a t e r acquire a bl ind tvibular form. The bl ind ends of 
stomodaeum and proctodaeum are important regions as the midgut 
c e l l s p r o l i f e r a t e from these pa r t s and are therefore considered 
here as o r ig ina t ing from ectoderm. The hepatic caecae and s ix 
malpighian tubules a r i s e from the stomodaeum and proctodaeum 
respect ive ly before they develop free communication with the 
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midgut. The provis ional dorsal closure and the splanchnic 
mesoderm are formed p r i o r to the d i f f e ren t i a t ion of mid-gut region 
a l t h o u ^ the development of i t s functional epithelium i s delayed 
considerably. A freshly hatched hopper does not r e so r t to 
feeding t i l l about 18-20 hours a f t e r hatching. 
The nervous system includes the development of nerve 
cord, the median cord, the bra in and the stomatogastric gangl ia . 
The neuroblas ts repeatedly divide but no divis ion of the 
ganglion c e l l s have been observed. The nerve cord develops 
both the neurilemraal layers-an outer and an inne r one as against 
a single one reported by Hoonwal and Baden. The median cord 
p e r s i s t s t i l l hatching occurs. The component lobes of the 
bra in develop from three paired ganglion. The stomatogastric 
nervous system comprising the three unpaired f ron t a l , o c c i p i t a l 
and v e n t r i c u l a r ganglia develops from three d i s t i n c t rudiments 
from the dorsal v/all of the stomodaeum. Besides these a 
paired pharyngeal ganglion also appears i n the same way. All 
these ganglia are connected together by a recurrent nerve 
which taJcesits o r ig in from the t r i to cerebrum. 
The t ex t has been i l l u s t r a t e d by sui table microphotographs 
and hand drawings. 
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I I . INTRODUCTION 
The grasshoppers a r e admirable m a t e r i a l f o r b i o l o g i c a l 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s a s they a r e a v a i l a b l e i n abundance, small i n 
s i z e and ha rdy . Grasshopper eggs have been used i n develop-
mental and exper imenta l embryology. Cons iderable work has 
been done on s e v e r a l o rde r s of i n s e c t s , l i k e Coleopte ra , 
Hemiptera, Lep idop te ra and Dip te ra but the i n s e c t s be longing 
t o t h e o rde r Or thop te ra , p a r t i c u l a r l y from the family Acr id idae 
have r ece ived l i t t l e a t t e n t i o n . Mostly t h e l a r g e - s i z e d g r a s s -
hoppers and l o c u s t s have been t h e sub jec t of vdde i n v e s t i g a t i o n s , 
The l i t e r a t u r e so f a r a v a i l a b l e p rov ides only an 
inadequa te knowledge of t h e embryonic development of s h o r t -
homed grasshoppers p a r t i c u l a r l y t h e e x t e r n a l s t r u c t u r e of t h e 
developing embryos, f a t e of t h e embryonic enve lops , c u t i c u l a r 
l a y e r s , o r i g i n of m i d - i n t e s t i n e , malpighian t u b u l e s and b l a s t o -
k i n e s i s . A f a i r l y comprehensive account of some s p e c i e s of 
l o c u s t s i s , however, a v a i l a b l e and i t would be i n the f i t n e s s 
of t h i n g s t o workout t h e d e t a i l s of development of one of t h e 
s h o r t - h o m e d grasshoppers i n o rder t o b r i n g out d i f f e r ences i n 
d e t a i l , i f any, i n the embryogenesis of t h e l o c u s t s and the 
g r a s shoppe r s . 
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Since detailed information on maturation, fertilization 
and early cleavage of some grasshoppers is already available 
(MC-Nabb, 1928 et al.) little attention was therefore, paid to 
these aspects and relevant information in this behalf has been 
incorporated in the present description wherever found necessary. 
The present work has been undertaken with this end in 
view and to provide a reasonably detailed accoxint of the embryo-
nic development of the cotton-seedlings pest, Qhrotogonus 
trachvpterus Blanchard. This species was identified by National 
Museum (London) on the request of Pr. Mittal who was working on 
its bionomics. The material for embryological investigations 
was obtained from the parent stock. This species was selected 
for study due to its great economic importance as the adults of 
this grasshopper as well as nymphal stages are a constant source 
of damage to cotton at the seedling stage in North India. It 
may also be considered as a sporadic pest of cabbage, cauliflower 
and castor plants in Uttar Pradesh during the months of August, 
September and October, 
Ghrotogonus trachypterus completes its development in 
about two weeks under favourable conditions of temperature and 
humidity. At room temperature this period may be considerably 
extended as the eggs undergo diapause-a phenomenon much in 
evidence in this group of insects. Only non-diapausing eggs were 
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selected for -the present work. 
Sequence of mo ideological stages in embryonic development 
has been es tabl ished for several species v i z . , Melanoplus 
d i f f e r e n t i a l i s , (Nelsen, 1931, 1934 and S l i f e r , 1932) Locusta 
migratoi la migrator ioides , Boonwal (1937) and Shulov & Pener 
(1959) and Schistocerca gregar ia (Jhingran, 1949). Becently 
Gruita & Boufersaoui (1976) have described several moirphological 
s tages i n Pamx>>^ agus eleu^as. Efforts have been made to study the 
external morphology of the developing embryos of jC, trachyptei 'as 
and twenty three such stages of embryos have been mounted whole 
and s tudied. 
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I I I . REVIEW OF LITERAlTJiffi 
An ear ly work on the embryology of giasshoppers i s tha t 
of Wheeler (1893). He has given an account of the embryonic 
development of the meadow grasshopper belonging to the genus 
Xiphidium. Mc-Clung (1905, 1919) has given an account of the 
•behaviour of chromosomes in Orthopteran spermatogenesis, 
Carothers (1931) has described the maturation divis ion and 
segregation of heteromorphic homologus chromosomes in Acorididae, 
Bodine (1925) has discussed the effect of temperature on the 
r a t e of embryonic development of c e r t a i n Orthoptera. Federov 
(1927) studied the copulation and oviposi t ion of Anacridium 
aegyptium. The work of Mc-Nabb (1928) and of Nel (1929) has 
considerable importance but they have only described a par t of 
the development. The former has studied the behaviour of 
chromosomes in the ear ly embryonic development, meiosis , f e r t i -
l i z a t i o n and cleavage in two different grasshoppers-Chortophaga 
v i r i d i f a s c i a t a , Ciixsotettix verruculata and has given a compara-
t i v e account of the early embryonic development. The l a t e r 
worker has reported the development of gen i t a l i a and t h e i r 
ducts in some female Orthopteroid i n s e c t s . 
Another important work in t h i s connection i s tha t of 
S l i f e r CI93O-I959). She has worked on a v a r i e t y of subjects 
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l i k e mitot ic a c t i v i t y , b las tok ines i s and external morphology 
of the embryos of Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s . Besides t h i s she 
has a lso worked on the or ig in and fa te of the memhranes 
surrounding the grasshopper egg together with some experiments 
on the source of hatching enzyme and the formation and s t ruc tu re 
of special water absorbing area in the membranes covering the 
grasshopper egg. Her work also includes some other experimental 
aspec ts , l i k e f a t t y acids and t h e i r qua l i t a t i ve s tud ies , the 
ef fec ts of xylol and other solvents on diapause together with 
a poss ible explanation for the act ion of these agents . Valuable 
information has been recorded regarding i n t e r a c t i o n of water and 
porous mate r ia l s , i s o l a t i o n of wax-like mater ia l from the she l l 
of the grasshopper egg and the survival of grasshopper eggs kept 
fo r a long period in mineral o i l . Changes i n ce r t a in grasshopper 
egg-coverings during development as indicated by f a s t green and 
other dyes have also been discussed by her , 
S l i f e r & King (1933, 1934 & 1961) have described ear ly 
s tages i n the development of grasshopper eggs of known age and 
with a known temperature h i s t o r y and the inher i tance of diapause 
in Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s . King & S l i f e r (1934) have studied 
the maturation and ear ly development of un fe r t i l i z ed g ras s -
hopper eggs. S l i f e r & Sekhon (1963) have described the f ine 
s t ruc tu re of the membrane vAiich covers the egg of the g rass -
hopper-Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s with specia l reference to the 
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hydropyle, 
Further, the work of Nelsen (1931, 1934) on Melanoplus 
differentialis is of considerable importance. He has reported 
the development of ovary, segregation of germ cells, sex-
differentiation and testis development. Stuart (1935) has 
described the development of mid-intestine in Melanoplus 
differentialis. 
Soonwal (1955-1954) has given a comprehensive account 
of the embryology of the African Migratory Locust - Locusta 
migratoria migratorioides and also of the Desert Locust -
Schistocerca gregaria. Besides the development of structures 
of morphological and anatomical significance he studied other 
aspects of developing eggs of the Locusts,for instance,the 
growth changes and structure of the egg and the egg-wall of 
the African Migratory Locust; the siae, sculpture, weight and 
moisture contents of the developing eggs of the Desert Locust 
and variations in the structure of eye and in the number of 
ovarioles and its related problems. He has also described 
some recent advances in insect embryology with a complete 
bibliography of the subject and has amplified his theory of 
multiphased gastrulation for its applicability to some 
Arthropods. 
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The influences of temperature, humidity and moisture 
content of the developing egg has "been described "by ihmad 
(1956) and Hamilton (1936, 1950). Hamilton has explained the 
relation of humidity and tempei^ture to the development of 
three species of African Locusts - the Migratory Locust (Locust^' 
migratoria migratorioides), the Desert Locust (Schistocerca 
gregaria) and Nomadac3?is septemfasciata. 
Baden (1936, 1938) has described the embryology of the 
neivous system and the origin and fate of the median cord in 
the grasshopper-Melaji02lus diffe3?entiali3, Jhingran (1944, 
1949) has described an unusual mode of copulation in Heteracris 
paTJensis and the early embryology of the Desert Locust -
Schistocerca gregaria. Moore (1948) has recorded 'variations 
in fall embryological development in three grasshopper species*. 
Salt (1949, 1952) prepared a key to the embryological develop-
ment of Melano-plus bivittatus, M. mexicanus mexicanus and 
Melanoplus packardii and some aspects of moisture absorption 
and loss in eggs of Melanoplus bivittatus. Matthee (1951) has 
given a detailed description of the structure and physiology 
of the egg of Locustana pardalina. 
The development of eggs of Schistocerca gregaria, 
Tmethis pulchripennis asiaticus and other Acrididae in relation 
to the availability of water was reported by Shulov (1952a, 
1952b and 1956). Shulov & Pener (1959, 1963) have given a good 
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accoimt of the embryonic development of the Ifrican Migratoiy 
Locust - Locusta mlgratoria mlgratorioides and the Desert 
Locust - Schistocerca gregaria in relation to humidity and its 
interruption under particular conditions of humidity. Jones 
CI956) has studied the endocrine activity during insect embryo-
genesis, function of the ventral head glands and control of 
events in the development of the embiyonic moult of Locustana 
pardalina and Locusta migratorja. Khalifa (1957) described the 
development of egg of some Egyptian species of grasshoppers 
with special reference to the incidence of diapause in the 
eggs of Etfprepocnemis plorans. Pener and Shulov (I960) have 
studied the biology of Galliptamus palaestinensis with special 
reference to the development of its eggs. 
Nath & Gupta (I960) have studied Ghrotogonus trachvpterus 
for histo-chemistry and physiology of spermatogenesis. Hunter 
(I960, 1964) has confined his studies on fertilization by 
spermatozoa and egg development in the Desert Locust -
Schistocerca gregaria in relation to the availability of water. 
Sharan (1958, 1970 and 1972) has given special attention to the 
development of embryonic cuticle, alimentary canal and compound 
eye of Locustana pardalina. Moloo (1971) observed the degree of 
determination of the early embryo in Schistocerca gregaria. 
Hecently some Italian workers like De-Luca & Viscuso 
(1972) have elaborated the dynamic of embryonic development. 
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external morphology of the embryos in various developmental 
stages and the initial phases in the development' of fertilized 
eggs of Sup2?ex>oonemis plorans. The ?rench workers Vollmar & 
Jriaux (1974) have studied the distribution and size of the cell 
nucleus during the first step in differentiation of egg frag-
ment in Acheta domesticus. iiouaz (1974) has described 
"Ghronologie du developpement embryonnaire de Leucophaea 
maderae". Boufersaoui (1975) studied, '^ude du develop-
pement embryonnaire de 1' epithelium mesenterique chez un 
insecte* Dictyoptere, Leucophaea maderae" and Guita & 
Boufersaoui (1976) have given, "Table de developpement embryo-
nnaire de Pamphagrus elephas. " 
Petavy (1973, 1975 &• 1976) worked on Locusta migratoria 
migratorioides and has published his work on the morphological 
and histological study of provisional and definitive dorsal 
closure after the revolution of the locust embryo and also on 
the incorporation and disintegration of extra-embryonic 
epithelia in the egg. 
Sbrenna (1975) has given an account of the fine 
structure and formation of the cuticles during the embryonic 
development of Schistocerca gre^arla. Handell & Miikerji (1974), 
Mukerji & iJandell (1975) and Gage, Mukerji & iiandell (1976) 
have worked on Melanoplus sanguinises. These workers have 
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elaborated the technique for estimating hatching of natural 
egg, estimation of embryonic development and seasonal occurrence 
of grasshoppers in population. 
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rV, MiTBiffil. MD METHODS 
Chrotogonus trachypterus Blanchard, (Grthoptera, 
Icrididae) is available throughout the year in the vicinity 
of lligaih. It is abundantly found during the months of 
August, September and October. Mature females were collected 
with few males from the illigarh Fort Irea near the University 
agriculture farm where the vegetable crops, like cabbage, 
cauliflower and muskmelon were cultivated. They were 3?eared 
in the laboratory under controlled conditions of temperature 
and humidity, keeping the temperature at 52°C and ^Q(f/b H.H, 
and were fed on cotton-seedlings which constitute its primary 
food, the grasshoppers were also fed on castor and cauliflower 
leaves. 
For the collection of the eggs the females together 
with a few males were kept in cages supplied with metal tubes 
containing damp sand which serves as an ideal site for ovi-
position under captivity. Immediately after the completion 
of oviposition the tubes were lablled and transferred to incubator 
regulated at 32°C, After desired time intervals the eggs were 
removed from the pod and fixed immediately. 
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Various fixatives like Cornoy, (Jilson, Zenker's fluid 
and Petrunkewitch were tried on the material but none did give 
any satisfactory result, Results olatained with h6t alcohlic 
Bouins were considered best and this fixative was, therefore, 
used throughout the study. For the early developmental stages, 
the eggs were punctured at the anteroir pole or were cut into 
two equal halves after placing them for a while in the fixative 
avoiding thus the expulsion of the dutoplasm from the egg. 
Injuries to the posterior region where the embryo first develops 
have also to be carefully avoided. In the later part of the 
development, the egg-shell or chorion has to be 2?emoved by 
dissecting the egg and the embryo is isolated from the yolk 
after keeping the eggs in the fixative for about two hours or 
more. These were washed in 10% alcohol till all the picric 
acid is removed completely. Eggs thus treated can now be 
preserved in 70^ alcohol with few drops of glycerine for a 
long period. 
For block making the eggs were dehydrated in graded 
series of alcohol. Considerable difficulty is experienced in 
sectioning these blocks due to hard chorion and large quantity 
of yolk material present. But this difficulty was overcome 
by using the technique of Slifer (1945) and Slifer & King (1953) 
later modified by lloonwal (1936). Treatment of eggs with 
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cupric-phenol and subsequent soaking i n water renders them 
soft for sect ioning. Before passing the mater ia l to 90% 
alcohol i t was placed i n 2% carbolic acid , which i s prepared 
i n 80% alcohol , for about twenty-four hours . Though s l i f e r 
has t r i e d 4% carbol ic acid fbut iioonwal's 2% was found e n t i r e l y 
s a t i s f ac to ry for t h i s purpose, Absolute alcohol must be 
avoided as i t hardens the mater ia l . Hardening and shrinkage 
can also be avoided a t the time of d e a l i n g the mater ial by 
using proper c lea r ing agents . For t h i s purpose severa l c l ea r ing 
agents l i k e benzene, ceder-wood o i l , amylacetate, xylol and 
carbo-xylol were t r i e d . Only the l a s t one proved to be the 
bes t of a l l . Cleared mater ial was t ransfer red for two hours 
i n to pure molten paraffin-wax kept i n an incubator regulated 
a t 58°C, Two baths were given a t one hour ' s i n t e r v a l . The 
mater ia l was dropped with a warm needle into pure molten wax 
a t the same temperature kept i n a porcelain dish previously 
smeared with g lycer ine . The eggs were oriented with a warm 
needle under the b inocular . 
For sect ioning, the blocks were trimmed t i l l the surface 
of the egg to be sectioned i s fu l ly exposed. Such blocks were 
soaked in water for about two to three days or more in order 
to fur ther soften the chorion. Care was taken to s t a r t 
sect ioning soon a f t e r soaking otherwise the mater ia l i s l i k e l y 
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to harden. All sect ions were cut a t s ix to e ight microns. 
Knife edge was kept scrupulously sharp for otherwise a f t e r 
a few sect ions they s t a r t crumbling. Entire s e r i e s of sect ions 
was attached to s l ides smeared with albumin-glycerine. After 
s t r e t ch ing on a hot p l a t e the sect ions were dried for about 
two to three days i n an incubator regulated a t 40° C. Dried 
s l i des were passed through xylol , and then through descending 
grades of alcohol and f i na l l y washed in water. 
Several s t a i n s l i k e p ic ro-n igros in , ac id- ftichsin, and 
iron-haematoxylin were t r i e d on the mate r ia l . Delaf ie ld ' s 
haematoxylin and Erhlich haematoxylin counter- s tained with 
eosin was found most s a t i s f ac to ry . Stained sect ions were 
cleared in benzene or xjj-lol and mounted i n D.P.X. 
J'or morphogenetic s tud ies of the embryo successive 
s tages have been taken out from egg mater ial d i r ec t l y a f t e r 
careful ly removing the hard chorion from contact with the 
f r ag i l e egg mass. This has proved to be a highly painstaking 
job and i^ ther d i f f i c u l t , for out of several dozen d i s sec t ions , 
only one complete embryo of a p a r t i c u l a r stage could be 
i s o l a t e d . These were stained i n Borax Carmine and mounted 
whole. These give a f a i r l y good p ic ture of embryonic morphoge-
n e s i s . Microphotogra'phs and measurements were taken from the 
prepared s l i d e s . d i i ^ c t l y , A few drawings were made with the 
help of camera luc ida . 
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V. 0BSBHVA3}I0N3 ON PJ:{S3HLY L U D mG 
Hature females of Chroto^onus trachyT>terus l ay t h e i r eggs 
i n an egg-pod which i s an e longated t u h u l a r s t r u c t u r e made up of 
a f ro thy substance which hardens to g ives p r o t e c t i o n to the eggs 
a g a i n s t i n j u r i e s , i ' r e sh ly formed egg-pod i s l i g h t ye l low which 
l a t e r changes i n t o brown. S i m i l a r c o l o u r changes occur i n t h e 
eggs w i t h i n t h e pod. The egg-pod c o n s i s t s of two d i s t i n c t p a r t s . 
An a n t e r i o r p a r t which i s plugged with f r o t h and does no t c o n t a i n 
any egg, a p o s t e r i o r p o r t i o n v;hich i s packed up with eggs 
e x h i b i t i n g a d i s t i n c t ar rangement . The e n t i r e egg-pod i s enc rus t ed 
vri.th sand p a r t i c l e s . The eggs i n the egg-pod v/ere a r ranged i n 
p a r a l l e l rows with t h e i r l o n g i t u d i n a l a x i s i n c l i n e d a t an ang le 
t o t h e v e r t i c a l a x i s of the egg-pod. Bach egg-pod c o n t a i n s on 
an average 28-32 eggs . 111 egg-pods may not c o n t a i n eggs a s some 
of them were found to be enrpty. S i m i l a r obse rva t i ons have been 
made by J h i n g r a n (1949) i n S c h i s t o c e r c a g r e g a r i a , P e n e r and 
Shulov ( i960) i n Cal l ip tamus p a l a e s t i n e n s i s , K a t i y a r ( i960) and 
Chapman (1961) i n some I n d i a n and African A c r i d i d s , I n d i v i d u a l 
eggs can be e a s i l y removed from the moist egg-pod, i n dry s o i l 
t h e egg-pods s h r i v e l up and become more o r l e s s b r i t t l e . 
F resh ly l a i d egg i s a t y p i c a l l y curved and e longated 
s t r u c t u r e with the p o s t e r i o r end a l i t t l e more b l t u i t l y rounded 
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than the anterior. The shape of the individual eggs from the 
same egg-pod slightly varies. It is perhaps due to close 
packing of fragile eggs in the egg-pod at the time of egg laying. 
The dorsal surface is convex while the ventral one is concave. 
The colour of the egg is yellowish due to the yellow 
deutoplasm which shows through the translucent chorion. After 
one or two hours the colour changes to "brown and in advanced 
stages of development it picks up a dark-hrown hue. Slight 
variation of colour also occurs in different regions of the 
same egg. At the posterior pole the colour is light green 
which later changes into brown. This change in colour starts 
from the posterior end and advances anteriorly till the entire 
egg turns dark brown in later stages of development. The 
size of the egg is 5.96 mm in length and 1*43 mm in width. 
It is interesting to note that the egg shows remarkable change 
in size during development. It increases in length as well 
as in width. But the increase in width in the middle part 
of the egg is more pronounced. Further, this increase is 
more prominent during the first half of the egg development 
but in later stages it is not as significant. This change 
in egg size is due to the absorption of water from its 
surrovmdings during the course of development (Koonwal, 1936a). 
On the basis of the above fact xtoonwal considers the presence 
of water in the soil as one of the important factors, besides 
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others, for a sustained development. It has been reported 
by Hamilton (1936, 1950) that an egg suspended in saturated 
air does not absorb water but contact with soil water is 
essential and this view is also supported by Salt (1949, 1952) 
in M. bivittatus. 
The importance of hydropyle in the mechanism of 
water regulation was studied by aiifer (1946, 1958 and 1959) 
in Melanoplus differentialis by treating eggs with xylol, 
toluol,carbon tetrachloride and mineral oil. These chemicals 
dissolve the waxy layer v/hich covers the hydropyle and permit 
the entry of water through it. Further, Slifer (1938a, 1948 
and 1949b) and Slifer and Sekhon (1965) have reported that 
the hydropyle is water proofed by a wax-like material which 
seals the egg during diapause but breaks down chemically at 
the end of the diapause. Jahn (1935, 1937) has described the 
chemical composition and permeability of the egg membranes 
of some grasshoppers by treating with dye solutions and certain 
electronic techniques and Confirmed the importance of a wax-
layer over the hydropyle. Matthee (1951) has suggested that 
at low temperature, which helps to terminate diapause, the 
wax becomes brittle and water passes through cracks in the egg 
of Locustana pardalina. 
The possibility of extension of the incubation period 
due to the deficiency of water v;as studied by Husain, Ahmad 
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and Mathur ( I94 I ) , ShuloT (1952a) and ahulov and Pener ( I96I , 
1963) in the eggs of the deser t Locust-bchistocerca gre^arja 
and ahulov (1956) in Maoridium ajegyDtium. Mthough water 
i s needed in most of the eggs of Acrididae but i t would not 
be possible to assume tha t the eggs of a l l the I c r i d i d s 
requi re water for development as has been suggested by 
Shulov (1952b). According to him, fo r ins tance , the eggs of ' 
T me t h i s pulchripennis as ia t icusj . a deser t locust species , 
do not increase in weight throughout t h e i r development and 
even f a i l to develop i n contact with water. 
The ent i re egg i s covered with a mucous membrane, the 
s l ippery nature of which f a c i l i t a t e s the passage of the egg 
through the geni ta l t r a c t . According to b l i f e r (1957) i t 
degenerates during the course of development or may get 
destroyed by the micro-organisms present i n the so i l in which 
the egg pod i s l a i d . She holds tha t since the membrane has 
no s t r i i c tu ia l organization and appears for a short while, i t 
can not , therefore , be considered as one of the egg membranes. 
Ifhen removed, the surface of the underlying chorion becomes 
c l ea r ly v i s i b l e . I t ' s texture i s auite rough and presents 
sculptured appearance. The mailings show a d i s t i n c t mesh of 
hexagonal areas (P la te I , Fig. 1 ) . Chorionic sculptur ing i s 
considered to be of p r a c t i c a l importance as i t makes 
i den t i f i c a t i on of the eggs poss ib le . I t i s believed to be 
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produced by the impressions of the ovarian follicle cells 
upon plastic chorion as the egg passes through (Johannsen & 
Butt, 1941; Slifer, 1937 and Hartley, 1961) ^  al. 
The boundaries of hexagonal areas are brown in colour. 
Egg sculpturing is more compact at the posterior end than the 
anterior, in the middle region however, the hexagonal surface 
is very distinct and forms a clean net-work. In section the 
posterior region is sharply demarcated by this pattern which 
lends additional support in the identification of the polailty 
of the egg. A crov/ding together of these areas gives a 
distinctive brown colour to the posterior end w>iich persists 
throughout the entire development. The chorion is soft and 
thin in a newly laid egg but it gets hardened later, causing 
fractures at different places at the time of emergence. The 
nymph comes out from the egg through the anterior pole after 
rupturing the chorion in the form of a lid. 
The posterior pole is characterised by the presence 
of micropylar canals and hydropylar apparatus. The 
micropylar canals form a con5)lete ring of visible pores 
around the posterior end of the egg. The detailed structure 
of the micropyle, as described for Schistocerca gregaria 
(Husain and Roonwal, 1933; -tioonwal, l954b), Locusta migratoria 
migratorioides (Koonv/al, 1936a, 1964a) and in Sociostaurus 
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mait)ccanus (Jannone, 1939) is essentially the same as in 
Chrotogonus trachypterus. 
The minute pores of hydropyle lie on the extreme posterior 
end in the foim of a circular area. This region is devoid of 
external sculpturing and has its surface riddled like sieve. 
Each minute pore of hydropyle leads into a canal which traverses 
the exochorion and the endochorion. A similar structure has 
heen described by Slifer (1938a, 1949a and 1950) in Melanoplus 
differentialis, Jannone (1939) in Dociostaurus maroccanusn 
Matthee (1951) in Locustana pardalina. Hartley (1961) in 
ChorthiDPUS -parallelus and in Poekilocerus pictus (Parihar, 1972) , 
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VI. MOKPHOGEFBSIS OF THE IMBHIO M D BLASTOKIKETIC MOVEMENTS 
The embryonic development of Ohrotogonus traohyDterus is 
complete in about 14 days. This period has been divided into 
twenty three stages, starting from the germ-band formation upto 
hatching. These also includes the various positions that the 
embryo occupies during blastokinesis. In the following account 
it was feared that the individual descilption of all the twenty 
three stages would become rather lengthy and may involve some 
unnecessary repetition, three or four stages therefore, have been 
taken together for descriptive convenience. Such a break-up of 
stages undoubtedly facilitates description but a comparative 
study of two species becomes difficult because a certain stage 
of one does not necessarily correspond morphologically with the 
other; for instance stage 15 of Locusta migrateria does not 
resemble the same stage of Schistocerca gregaria CShulov and 
Pener, 1963). This point has been made out by Uvarov (1966), 
It is, therefore, much desired that some criteria should be 
evolved which could be uniformly followed. 
Factors of ecology have considerable effect on the 
development of insects. Slight variation of one may either 
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accelerate or retard the developmental process. The incuhation 
time in hours or days also can not be taken as a standard for 
comparative purposes particularly with eggs undergoing diapause. 
One viable alternative would he to slash down the number of stages 
to barley three phases corresponding to pre-blastokinesis, 
blastokinesis and post-blastokinesis periods. In the present 
work, though the conventional system has been followed, yet the 
description has been covered under these three heads. 
The phenomenon of blastokinesis though studied practically 
in all the Icridids thus far studied, yet after going through this 
part of literature one finds that there is considerable disparity 
in the use of the term in so far as the beginning and the end of 
these spatial movements is concerned as would be evident from the 
following description, VTheeler (quoted by Johannsen and Butt, 
1941) regarded blastokinesis as typically consisting of two phases. 
The ascending phase he designated by the term anatrepsis and 
the descending one by katatrepsis and the resting stage by the 
term diapause. Iccording to Johannsen and Butts 
"Since the flections of the embiyo in some cases cannot 
be sharply distinguished from shifts due to growth in length and 
to later contraction, the expression is now usually used for all 
displacements, rotations or revolutions of the embryo within the 
egg. In its broadest sense, blastokinesis then may involve the 
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growth in length of the germ-band, the caudal end growing backward, 
pushing e i t h e r in to the yolk or over the dorsal s ide . " 
auch a broad-based def in i t ion as in te rpre ted by the above 
authors i s l i k e l y to cause l e s s confusion in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
var ious events and t h i s i s what the wr i te r has adopted in the 
present work, 
C1)# Pre -b las tok ine t i c phase (Pla te VI, Figs. 25? 24,25and 2^;; 
a tages 1, 2and 3* 
The earliest embryonic form that could be isolated by 
carefully removing the chorion from the bulk of yolk is a circular 
concave disc laying at the extreme caudal end of egg at about 
68 hours of age. Ifter removing the chorion the disc is seen 
lying over the deutoplasm at the posterior pole with its 
concavity abutting against the yolk spheres. It is covered 
dorsally by the serosa and ventrally by the amnion. This disc 
changes into a sub-triangular plate, present in the same region 
at the age of 72 hours. The embryo at this stage occupies almost 
the entire posterior end of the egg faeneath the micropylar region. 
With the progress of development at the age of 78 hours the 
embryo differentiates into two primary body regions—a broad 
anterior region called Protocephalon and a posterior elongated 
tail or protacorm. i'urther differentiation is the result of 
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•broadening and expansion of the protocephalon followed by a deep 
constriction "between the foimer and the protocorm. No sign of 
any further segmentation is visihle at this stage. As the body 
of -the embryo grows along its longitudinal axis the tail end moves 
down slightly on to the ventral side of the egg. 
atages 4i 3 and 6t 
Soon the protocephalon further expands laterally and the 
protocorm elongates so as to double and triple its length in a 
84 hours old embryo. Here the protocormic part is markedly 
attenuated and the two regions remain almost at light angle to 
one another. The disposition of the embryo in situ is such that 
the elongated protocorm lies along the cancave side of the egg 
which is ventral in position. While the protocephalon lies under 
the micropylar end. It is to be observed that the embiyo now 
undergoes secondry segmentation which proceeds from the cephalic 
to caudal end as is evident in a 90-hours old embryo. 
The segmental regions are progressively demarcated by 
the appearance of transverse grooves on the outer surface of the 
embryo. Three such segments are distinctly visible in the 
gnathal region which is clearly demarcated from the still 
unsegmented thoracico-abdominal region. The paired rudiments 
of antennae and the labrum appear on the protocephalon in the 
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form of rounded masses. At the site where the stomodaeal 
invagination develops there is seen a circular depression in 
the centre of which lies an opening which represents the mouth 
of the invagination. This is flanked on either side by the 
buds of the antennary appendages. In due course the protocoim 
divides into three gnathal segments on vAiich appear paired 
lateral protuberances representing the segmental appendages of 
respective gnathal segments. Further, at the age of 96 hours 
the protocorm divides into three thoracic and the first abdominal 
segment. 
The segmental regions can be demarcated at this stage by 
the appearance of faint lines between two successive segments. 
From the lateral sides of these segmental portions appear paired 
appendicular buds which are clearly visible in the three thoracic 
segments and the first abdominal segment. The thoracic leg buds 
from the very beginning are more massive and prominent as 
compared with those found in the region of the abdomen. 
Stages 7, 8 and 9? 
By about 108 hours two more abdominal segments are 
added. The antennae and labrum increase in size and the l a t e r 
assumes a heart-shaped appearance. Further , in an embryo of 
120 hours old, the antennae and labrum broaden and the antennae 
have grown down to the l eve l of mandibles. The labrum towards 
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its posterior border develops an indentation Which gives it a 
"bilobed appearance. The thoracic region of the embryo becomes 
broader as compared with either the gnatho-cephalic or the 
abdominal region. As the process of segmentation is nearing 
completion and the last abdominal segment makes it appearance, 
a depression is seen in the middle of the last segment similar 
to one seen under the lab rum. This is the beginlng of the 
proctodaeal invagination. 
Segmentation of the Whole embryo is completed at the 
age of about 13? hours. Whole mounts of embryo at this stage 
show distinct appendicular buds in the form of labrum, paired 
antennae, the three gnathal appendages, three thoracic leg buds 
which start bending towards median line and eleven abdominal 
appendages. The present writer is unable to find the trace of 
any pre-antennary or that of an evanescent pre-mandibular 
aippendage. The lateral portions of the expanded protocephalon 
now show a clear distinction from the rest as these pick up 
stain more heavily than the rest. It is these parts which will 
separate out as optic ganglion and will give rise to the optic 
sense organs. 
Stages 10. 11. 12. 13 and U : 
The protocephalic part along with its appendages and 
optic lobes now begins to shift from the posterior extremity 
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to the ventral surface of the egg. The tail end at the same 
time moves anteriad and lies midway between the anterior pole 
and middle of the egg. The tail end which still retains its 
position on the surface of the yolk is slightly deflected right-
wards as seen in 144 hours old embryo. The segmentation of 
abdomen is already complete at this stage. The appendages on 
the various segments of the abdomen which make their appearance 
in the foim of short stumpy outgrowths from the lateral sides 
of these segments grow to a certain extent ao as to become 
distinctly visible but unlike the rest of the appendages on 
other body segments they do not grow further and gradually 
shrivel up excepting the pair on the first segment. 
Of the head appendages the antennal pair is the fastest 
to grow, As it elongates the apices move downwards towards the 
gnathal region overlapping first the mandibles then the maxilla 
and the labial pair and reaches the level of the first thoracic 
segment at the age of 156 hours. It then lies between the first 
pair of thoracic appendages. It the time of origin the antennae 
are widely separated but as they grow downwards the tips move 
towards each other so that they grow closely together. The 
antennae also begin to segment. Three such segments are primarily 
visible. The basal part is short and broad, the middle one 
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is long and the apical segment is elongate, narrow and club-
shaped. 
The labrum at this stage starts descending towards the 
lower border of the head. The two lobes that tare separated by 
a longitudinal furrow give the labrum a distinct bilobed appear-
ance. The three gnathal appendages are greatly extended in 
lateral direction. Signs of segmentation begin to appear in the 
fonn of constrictions separating a basal and a proximal part. This 
stage is very well represented at the age of 168 hours. 
The three thoracic legs buds first grow me sally but soon 
their apices are directed backwards. Three segments are formed, 
of which the basal part is broad, the middle one is tubular, the 
third is much elongated, oblong and extends upto the third 
abdominal segment. The proctodaeal invagination is visible on 
the surface of the embryo and extends upto the 8th abdominal 
segment in the form of a blind tube. 
The basal portion of the labrum broadens at the age of 
ISO hours and begins to grow between the two antennaiy appendages. 
The cleft between its two lobes further deepens. 4 pair of 
rectangular masses is visible in the middle in each abdominal 
segment. Sections of corresponding stage show that they are 
masses of the mesoderm. At the age of 19? hours the anterior 
part of the abdomen appears broader as compared with the posterior 
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segments, which progressively decrease in width. The labrum still 
retains its foimer shape and lies close between the two antennae 
which flank it laterally. The mesal growth of the labial pair 
brings the two components closer on either side of the antenna 
whose apices, as mentioned already, abut against each other. 
The embryo from this stage onwards starts to Shorten 
both in its length and breadth. On the last abdominal segment 
appears a pair of rounded protuberance. The terminal joint 
of 3rd, leg moves further downwards and reaches the abdominal 
segment. The appendages of the first abdominal segment called 
pleuropodia, unlike the rest of the abdominal appendages, grow 
into a rounded white sac-like structure as seen both in fixed as 
well as in fresh material. Soon it changes into a saddle-shaped 
structure almost double in size and acquires a dark-brown colour. 
The pleuropodia increase further and attain their maximum size in 
about 312 hours old embryo and occupy a position on the pleura, 
Ifter this stage the p'"luropodia begin to shrivel up and as 
hatching approaches they are cast off, leaving a temporaiy scar 
on the skin of the hopper. 
It is claimed that pleuropodia are secretory organs and 
produce certain enzyme which helps in the process of hatching 
in MelanoDlus differentiaHs (blifer, 1937, 1938b). The secretoiy 
nature of this organ is further confinaed by Jones (1956a, 1956b) 
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for Loousta ml/?ratoria and Locus tana Tsardalina. He has demonstrated 
that the secretory activity of the pleuropodia is stimulated "by 
a harmone produced by the prothoracic glands. 
(2) Blastokinetic Phase (Plate "VTI, Figs, 27 and 28): 
Stages • 13« 16 and IT? 
At the age of 204 hours the head of the embryo begins 
to move from its ventral position towards the posterior pole 
(micropylar end) of the egg. It glides over the surface of the 
yolk. The two embryonic envelops - the amnion and serosa get 
ruptured as a result of the pulsatory movements of the embryo. 
Meanwhile, the embryo undergoes another movement during which it 
rotates along its longitudinal axis and thus attains a twisted 
condition at this stage. This is evident from the position of 
the labrum and the antennae which have rotated so as to point 
posteriorly. The gnathaland thoracic appendages have not yet 
been effected and occupy their former ventral position. 
The process of shortening still continues and the appendages, 
specially gnathal and thoracic, continue to increase in size and 
their respective joints are formed. The body appendages do not 
grow further but gradually shrivel up and are finally lost to 
view. This happens^t- the age of 216 hours. 
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These movements of the embryo, which s t a r t ed from the 
stage 15 and continued in the next few s tages , involve not only 
r o t a t i o n a l movement on i t s own ax i s but also i t s displacement 
from one par t of the egg to another, These are co l l ec t ive ly 
termed as b l a s tok ine t i c movements. At 216 hours (s tage 16) the 
head has fu r ther mov^ and comes to occupy a pos i t ion on the 
dorsal side of the egg close to the pos te r io r po le . The r e s t of 
the body consequently i s drawn forward and presents a TJ-shaped 
appearance. I t s curvature l i e s a t the pos te r io r and of the egg. 
At about 228 hours more than 2/3 of the embryo has already 
moved on to the dorsal side leaving a few abdominal segments on 
the ven t ra l s ide . Further , as a r e su l t of the movement along 
i t s ax i s the whole body turns in a way tha t the appendages now 
are di rected ventralwards, 
(3) Pos t -b la s tok ine t i c Phase (P la te VII , F igs , 29, 30; P l a t e VI I I , 
Figs: 3 1 , 32, 33 and 34)1 
Stages 18, 19 and 20t 
The embryo a t the age of 240 hours l i e s s t r a igh t in the 
pos te r io r yolk-free half of the egg and c a r r i e s a b i t of 
deutoplasm over i t s back a s the abdomen i s yet to get dorsal ly 
c losed. As the embryo begins to grow dorsal ly and a n t e r i o r l y i t 
a t t a i n s i t s maximum length and occupies the e n t i r e space a f t e r 
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engulfing the remaining yolk in the anterior half of the egg. 
Of the head appendages, the labrum becomes sub-quadrate 
and divides into three segments. It*s lower boarder is still 
truncated. The antennae develop more segments and appear 7-
segmented at the age of 264 hours. The eye lobes start developing 
pigments as a result of which crescentic eyes of light brown 
colour are visible at this age. The process of pigmentation 
continues and at the time of hatching the eyes acquire a dark 
brown colour. The mandibles swell up and the rest of the gnathal 
appendages further differentiate. The maxillae develop lacina, 
galea and the maxillary palp. In the labium appears a paraglossa, 
glossa and the labial palp. The two labial appendages come to 
lie closer to each other |)ut do not unite. 
Each leg develops 5 segments, coxa, trochanter, femur, 
tibia and the tarsus. The femur of third leg begins to elongate 
and covers the sixi:h abdominal segment. 
Stages 21, 22 and 23: 
The lower segment of the labrum grows upto the level of 
the last gnathal appendage. The antennae further grow and 
aquire 11 segmented condition. The gnathal appendages continue 
to differentiate further. The mandibles develop teeth towards 
the inner border. The labial rudiments approach each other and 
unite at the age of 312 hours so that the mentum and sub-mentum 
are distinguishable. 
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Each thoracic leg consists of a coxa, a trochanter, a 
femur, a tibia and three tarsal joints. The femur of the third 
thoracic leg extends and ultimately reaches the tip of the 
abdomen. The last few abdominal segments now turn so as to point 
towards the ventral side of the embryo. The head of the embryo 
becomes somewhat conical and begins to assume a hjrpog^nathus 
condition. The embryo is now fully developed and hatches at 
about 336 hours. 
The morphogenesis of the embryo is a continuous process 
of development. For descriptive convenience as already pointed 
out, certain stages have been arbitrarily marked out. This 
division is based on the fact that after a period of development 
some important structures or land-marks appear on the surface of 
the embryo signifying a particular stage of development in 
respect of the incubation age and the position that the embryo 
occupies within the egg at a particular time. These stages 
when put together in aiinear fashion give an idea of the 
progressive develo|)ment of the external foiro of the embryo. 
While describing the morphogenesis of the embryo in various 
representative of the family icrididae practically all workers 
on the subject have given a variable number of stages in the 
course of development. 
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Nelsen (1931, 1934b) in Melanoplus differentialis has 
desdlbed eighteen stages while Slifer (193213) reported twenty 
four stages in the same insect, Jannone (1939) in Dociostaurus 
maroccanus has mentioned twenty stages while Bodenheimer and 
Shulov (1951) have given twenty four stages of the same insect. 
Sixteen stages were found in Austroicetes cruciata (Steele, 
1941). Moore (1948) and Jhingran (1949) have described seventeen 
and eighteen stages in Melanoplus sanguinj-pes and Schistocerca 
gregaria. Twenty three stages have been isolated by Shulov 
and Pener (1959» 1963) in Locusta migratoria migratorioides and 
Schistocerca gregaria. The same authors Pener and Shulov (i960) 
have recorded twenty two stage in Calliptamus palaestinensis. 
More recently the number has increased upto thirty as reported 
by Aiouaz (1974) and Guita and Boufersaoui (1976) in Leuco-phae 
maderae and PamT>hagus elephas. 
The earliest embryonic form described by various 
workers is either in the form of a tiny cap of cells as described 
by Slifer (1932b) in MelanoT)lus differentialis. Steele (1941) in 
Austroicetes cruciata and Dociostaurus maroceanus (Bodenheimer 
and Shulov, 1951) or a bilobed structu3?e consisting of a 
protocephalon and a protocorm as reported by Nelsen (1931, 1934b) 
in Melano-plus differentialis. Jhingran (1949) in Schistocerca 
gregaria and Biegert (1961) in Melano-plus bilituratus) . A large 
number of workers have reported an early embryo as an undifferentia-
ted sub-triangular plate as by Shulov and Pener (1959, 1963) in 
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Locusta mjgratoria miis;ratorioldes and Schistocerca £regaria,Pener 
and Shulov (i960) in Calliptamus -palaestinensis, De-luca and 
Viscuso (1972a, 1972b) in Byprepocnemis plorans, Aiouaz (1974) 
in Leucophaea maderae and Guita and Boufersaoui (1976) in 
Pam-phagus elepha_s. fioonwal (193613, 1937) and Shumakov and 
Yakhimovich (1950) in Locusta migratoila migratorjoides reported 
a round-concave gerna disc as the earliest stage - a condition 
similar to what is obtained in Chrotogonus trachypterus. 
Is regards blastokinetic movements Nelsen (1931, 1934b) 
working on the Melanoplus d,ifferentialis described its starting 
point after the close of the egg diapause. The amnion and serosa 
are ruptured, the head moves around the lower end of the egg vmtil 
the tip of its abdomen lies at the caudal pole. It rotates on 
its own axis and then begins to move dorsally and anteriorly till 
it reaches the upper end of the egg, Slifer (1932a) who has 
worked on the living eggs of the same insect has confinaed the 
description given by Nelsen, Both the authors have scrupulously 
avoided the use of the term anatrepsis and katatrepsis to avoid 
confusioi^. Slifer has further used the word revolution as a 
synonym for blastokinesis. She (1932b) has pointed out that the 
intrinsic movements of the embryo itself are responsible for 
revolution. 
57 
Hoonwal's (1937) description of blastoktnetic movements 
in Locusta migrateria is broadly in agreement with the descrip-
tion given by Slifer, He points out that the period of its 
duration is subject to vaii-ation depending upon the individual 
pecularities of the egg and that the rate of turning is not 
uniform throughout the process. Another important point that 
he has made out is that occasionally the process halts for some 
time and then restarts. Before the process the embryo shows 
some pulsating movements which start • from the caudal end and 
proceed cephalad. It is these pulsating movements which force 
the head to strike against the embryonic membranes and rupture 
them* Moore (1948) studied this phenomenon in three species of 
grasshoppers. He has suggested the term anatrepsis for movement 
of the embryo along the ventral surface, its movements along the 
end of the yolk as blastokinesis and its subsequent movements 
along the dorsal surface with head pointing anteriorly as 
katatrepsis, 
Bodenheimer and Shulov (1951) in Dociostaurus maroccanus 
have suggested movements of the embryo before turning around the 
posterior pole as anatrepsis. The movement of the head and the 
major part of the abdomen on the dorsal side of the egg as 
blastokinesis and the stages involving rotation on the axis as 
katatrepsis, Jones (1956a) has used the term katatrepsis for 
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the revolution of the embryo around the posterior pole. It may-
be recalled that this very revolution or turning has been named 
as blastokinesis by Moore quoted earlier. In the next 24 hours 
according to Jones, the embryo had grovm considerably, covered 
the entire length of the egg and arolls (rotates) upon itself by 
180° so as to bring its dorsal side in contact with the dorsal 
surface of the egg. 
In a short paper on Melanoulus bilitui^tus (liiegert, 1961) 
the stages of blastokinesis have been briefly described. The 
anatrepsis is believed to be completed when the hind legs become 
N^ shaped. During revolution of the embryo the eye crescent appear 
faintly and then starts katatrepsis, Shulov and Pener (1959» 1963) 
working on Locusta migrateria migratorioides and Schistocerca 
gregaria claim that anatrepsis is initiated before turning around 
the posterior pole, The anatreptie movement is almost completed 
when the head of the embryo has moved away from the micropylar 
end of the egg. This is followed by turning around the micropylar 
end and the head comes to lie on the dorsal surface. 
Uvarov (1966) uses the term revolution as a sjmonym for 
blastokinesis, Guita and Boufersaoui (1976) have considered the 
movement of embryo along the micropylar end as anatrepsis and 
its extension along the dorsal surface as katatrepsis in 
Pamphagus elephas. 
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From the l i t e r a t u r e c i ted above i t appears tha t the 
descr ip t ion given by var ious authors concerning the b l a s tok ine t i c 
movements creates some misunderstanding regarding the use of the 
term ana t r eps i s , k a t a t r e p s i s and b l a s tok ines i s . In such eggs 
which undergo diapause some authors consider the whole succession 
of s tages p r i o r to diapause as ana t reps i s and post-diapause as 
k a t a t r e p s i s . Some have used the teite k a t a t r e p s i s (Jones, 1956a) 
a l toge the r in a d i f ferent sense involving the revolut ion of the 
embryo aroxHid the pos te r io r po le . S t i l l others have termed 
t h i s revolut ion or turning as b las tok ines i s (Moore, 1948), 
Such an indiscr iminate use of the term i s bound to create 
confusion. I t i s , therefore , suggested t h a t these terms may only 
be used i n such cases where blai^tokinesis i s t yp i ca l l y represented 
as in Xiphidium (Wheeler, 1893). Where displacements of the 
embryo due to the parocess of growth and i t s ro t a t ion along i t s 
ax i s are the only normal movements exhibi ted, such events should 
be included under the general term b l a s t o k i n e s i s . 
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V I I . STHJCTURB OF THB FIXED EGG 
(1) The chor ion and r e l a t e d s t r u c t u r e s : 
The wal l of a f r e s h l y l a i d egg i s e s s e n t i a l l y s i m i l a r 
i n s t r u c t u r e to t h a t of a f u l l y formed egg which i s ready f o r 
o v i p o s i t i o n . I t c o n s i s t s of four l a y e r s which a r e a r ranged i n 
t h e fo l lowing o rde r : 
( i ) An ou t e r most r e f r a c t i i e l a y e r c a l l e d e x t r a - c h o r i o n , 
under ly ing which i s t h i n con t iguous , ( i i ) exo-chor ion , ( i i i ) a 
t h i c k endo-choi lon and f i n a l l y ( i v ) the v i t e l l i n e membrane. 
The e x t r a - c h o r i o n i s a f r a g i l e , g r a n u l a r and s l i p p e r y 
l a y e r about 3-4 microns i n t h i c k n e s s . I t i s composed of a 
mucous- l ike subs tance t o which a l a r g e number of sand g r a i n s 
adhere forming a rough s u r f a c e . The e x t r a - c h o r i o n seems to be 
l o s e l y a t t a c h e d to the underl3ring l a y e r (exo-cho i lon) a s i t 
can e a s i l y be removed by c a r e f u l manipu la t ion with a sharp 
n e e d l e . I n s e c t i o n s i t appears to b r i d g e over the t u b e r c l e s of 
the endo-chor ion l e a v i n g spaces benea th ( P l a t e I , F i g s . 2 and 3 ) . 
A s i m i l a r obse rva t ion h a s been desc r ibed by Chapman ( l g 6 9 ) . The 
hexagonal s c u l p t u r i n g of the chor ion i s f a i n t l y v i s i b l e through 
the e x t r a - c h o r i o n , bu t i t could not be a s c e r t a i n e d whether t h i s 
l a y e r i s a l s o s c u l p t u r e d the same way as the exo-chor ion a s 
r e p o r t e d by TJvarov (1966) . Husain and Roonwal (1933) , Hoonwal 
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(1954b) and Boonwal (1936a, 1954a) do not recognize any 
independent l aye r of extra-chorion in Schistocerca gregar ia and 
Locusta migratoria migratorioideg respec t ive ly . In Melanoplus 
d i f f e r e n t i a l i s S l i f e r (1937, 1949a) describes the extra-chorion 
as a mucoid coating over the chorionic surface which i s sloughed 
off e a s i l y . As regards the nature of extra-chorion Hartley 
(I96I) has described i t s formation in Locusta migrator ia and 
observed tha t i t i s secreted a f t e r the egg has passed dovm 
0.7-0.8 mm into the oviduct and l a t e r shrinks leaving small 
patches . 
Underlying t h i s layer i s the chorion proper, d i v i s i b l e 
i n to the outer exo-chorion and an inner endo~chorion. The 
exo-^horion i s a th in l aye r composed of f ine granules which 
are l e s s concentrated than those of endo chorion. I t i s almost 
unifoim in thickness a l l over the egg and measures about 7.38 
microns. Vfhen stained vdth haematoxylin i t shows, in surface 
view, an i n d i s t i n c t hexagonal p a t t e r n . Each hexagon has a 
d i s t i n c t cen t ra l mass (Plate I , Fig, 1 ) . In tangent ia l sec t ions 
i t appears discreet;;, occupying the space between two adjacent 
project ions of the underlying eiado chorion (P la te I , Fig5. 2 and 3 ) . 
The endo-chorion i s thick and i s composed of two l a y e r s , 
an outer and an inner . The outer layer picks up a l i t t l e more 
s t a in than the inner one and stands out in shairp cont ras t with 
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the o ther . On the bas i s of d i f f e r en t i a l s t a in ing i t may he 
considered as denser than the outer one. The endo-chorionic 
surface i s uneven due to the formation of tubercles - elongated, 
club-shaped project ions from the outer l ayer of the endo-chorion. 
These tubercles are blind towards t h e i r free rounded ends. 
They d i f f e r in s i z e , some are short and stumpy while a few are 
elongated and curved. 
In the newly l a i d eggs the tubercles l i e close toge ther 
but with the advancing age they appear f a r t he r apar t from each 
other in a l l pa r t s of the egg except the pos t e r io r . In t h i s 
region they are c lose ly spaced. At the pos te r io r end the inner 
l aye r of the endo-chorion also broadens considerably forming a 
concave d i sc - l i ke s t ruc ture (P la te I I I , Fig, 15). The tuberc les 
do not penetrate the extra-chorion. The thickness of the endo-
chorion in the middle of the egg i s 10.3 microns, a t the pos t e r io r 
end 14.5 microns. 
Koonwal (ig54a) contends tha t the short and elongated 
tuberc les are nothing but f ine extensions of the endo-chorion. 
These protuberances are reported to be in the body of the 
exo-chorion i t s e l f , Further , he in h i s l a t e r paper (1954b) on 
Schistocerca gregar ia , expresses the view tha t these tuberc les 
a re compact and are.connected with t h e i r neighbours, S l i f e r 
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(1937) described two chorionic layers in Melanoplus 
differentialis, an outer and an inner, the former less granular 
than the later. 
Below the endo-chorion lies a thin memhrane - the 
vitelline membrane. The thickness of this membrane is slightly-
less than one micron. It envelops the deutoplasm and lies 
closely adpressed with the inner margins of the endo-chorion. 
Occasionally it detaches from contact with the endo*chorion due 
to fixation and subsequent manipulation and adheres to the 
yolk-body at several places. The vitelline membrane remains 
intact during early development of the egg and disappears in 
about 60 hours old egg in which no trace of it could be seen 
in Chrotogonus trachypterus. 
Regarding the nature of this membrane there is a general 
unanimity of opinion that it is a structureless membrane 
(Johannsen & Butt, 1941). The present author while subscribing 
to this view failed to find any structure in this membrane. But 
itoonwal (1936a) in Locusta migratoria migratorioides claims to 
have observed a definite structure of the vitelline membrane. 
He says: 
"It is not a structureless membrane, as has been 
maintained by all writers on insects but exhibits, in a freshly 
laid egg, a distinct felt-like structure. This is so in all 
Acrididae I have examined". 
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iioonwal (1954a), later working on the same insect 
arrived at a different conclusion "by saying: 
"Next to the endochoilon is the extremely thin (less 
than 1 M ) and structureless vitelline membrane". 
^his is in conformity vdth the view generally upheld 
"by emtoryologists. Further, the same author in (1936a) describes 
a change from felt-like to a laminated structure superimposed 
over the former, and also a definite increase in thickness of 
the vitelline membrane of a 75 hours old egg. These changes 
persist till the embryo is about to hatch. This contention 
is again not substantiated in his work on Locusta migratoila 
pjigratorioldes in 1954a where, the membrane is claimed to have 
of 
disappeared at the age^  4C^ hours, blifer and King (1934), 
King & Slifer (1934) failed to find any such structure in 
Melanoplus differentialis and Chortophaga viridifasciata eggs, 
(2). The deutoplasm and the egg nucleus: 
The deutoplasm or yolk which constitutes the main bulk 
of the egg is enclosed within the framework of the vitelline 
membrane. In the insect egg generally it is found in the form 
of spherules held in the meshwork of the protoplasm, Sections 
of the eggs of Ghrotogonus trachvpterus show that the yolk 
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spheres r e t a i n t h e i r o r ig ina l form a t c e r t a i n places near the 
periphery. A l a rge bulk of yolk however, appears to have 
contracted and subsequently s p l i t up in to a number of i r r e g u l a r 
masses. This probably i s due to the appl ica t ion of carbol ic 
acid technique for softening the chorion. In these masses a t 
c e r t a i n places vacuoles are d i s t i n c t l y seen, Haematoxylin 
s t a ins the yolk brown but eosin^when used as coiinter-stain,changes 
t h i s brown into v i o l e t . 
The protoplasmic l aye r forming the periplasm i n the 
egg of i n sec t s belonging to di f ferent orders , p a r t i c u l a r l y 
Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera and Diptera i s not present in 
Chrotogon^s t rachypterus . Similar condit ion has been observed 
by S l i f e r & King (1934) in Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s by Hoonwal 
(1936b) in Locusta migratoria migrator ioides and in Schistocerca 
gregar ia by Jhingran (1949) . 
The process of maturation of egg has been worked out 
in considerable de t a i l s by ce r t a in workers l i k e Mc-Kabb (1928), 
Carothers (1931), S l i f e r and King (1934), King and S l i f e r (1954) 
and Manna (1954). Among these , the work of Mc-Uabb deserves 
special mention as he has beaut i fu l ly i l l u s t r a t e d the process 
of maturation in the eggs of grasshoppers (Chortophaga 
v i r i d i . f a s c i a t a and C i r co t e t t i x ve r rucu la t a ) . S l i f e r & King, 
King and S l i f e r have also worked along the *ame l i n e on 
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fertilized and unfertilized eggs of Melanoplus differentials. 
Carothers has recorded observations on the maturation and 
segregation of heteromorphic homologus chromosomes in Acrididae* 
Manna has studied chromosomes during meiosis in fifteen species 
of Indian grasshoppers. Mc-Nabb's observations may be summarized 
as follows: 
In the freshly laid egg or in the egg which is about 
to be laid the metaphase stage of first maturation is observed. 
It has been further reported that the maturation process 
consists of two meiotic divisions. One of the first maturation 
telophase group separates off into the first polar body and 
stays in the periphery, the other undergoes the second maturation 
division. With the completion of the second maturation division 
the twelve monads in a group fomi the egg nucleus with two 
polar bodies. By the end of the process of maturation division 
the number of chromosomes in the egg nucleus is reduced to 
half, a number that exists in the somatic cells, 
i. similar reduction occurs in the Orthopteran spenaa-
togenesis as reported by Mc-Clung (1905, 1914) and when the 
egg and sperm pronuclei unite in the process of fertilization, 
the resulting nucleus contains the diploid number of chromosomes 
which is the somatic number. The three polar bodies formed 
during the process degenerate. This fertilized nucleus 
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with diploidy begins to cleave giving rise to two daughter 
cells by mitotic division. 
Boonwal (1936b) has described the early embryology of 
Locusta migratoria migratorioides but did not work out the 
process of maturation and fertilization and as such has accepted 
the work of Mc-Habb, tilifer and Zing, and King & Slifer. He 
starts with the description of 4 cell cleavage stage at the age 
of % hours. 
In the longitudinal section of a freshly laid egg of 
Chrotogonus ti-achypterus a certain pattern of distinctive 
chromosomes has been observed in the peripheral region of the 
posterior end almost towards the dorsal surface of the egg. 
It lies at a distance of 364 microns from the micropylar end 
(Plate I, i'igs, 4 and 5). The present author is inclined to 
infer that it is probably the metaphase of the first maturation 
division. 
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V I I I . CIEAVIGS, FOBMJiTION OP BL^TODEiM IND GEJ:M-BJUO) 
I n a 10 hours old egg a few l a r g e c leavage c e l l s 
( ene rg id s ) a re seen s c a t t e r e d i n the p e r i p h e r a l reg ion of the 
p o s t e r i o r end. These c e l l s a r e s i x i n number, somewhat rounded 
with a wel l marked c e n t r a l l y p laced n u c l e u s . The cytoplasmic 
p a r t does no t g ive r i s e to any p rocess o r e x t e n t i o n which might 
connect two ad jacen t c e l l s . The c e l l s a r e a lmost i d e n t i c a l i n 
shape , s i z e and i n t h e i r s t a i n i n g r e a c t i o n . F u r t h e r , t h e s e 
c leavage c e l l s d i v i d e m i t o t i c a l l y and l a t e r g ive r i s e to a 
l a r g e number of c e l l s which "begin to move towards the pe r i phe ry 
( P l a t e I , F i g , 6 ) , I f t e r some development h a s p rogressed i t 
"becomes impossi"ble to count t h e exact number of d i v i d i n g c e l l s 
a s t h e a n t e r i o r end i s punctured f o r p rope r p e n e t e r a t i o n of 
the f i x a t i v e through hardend chor ion , 
< 
It about 24 hours of age the longitudinal section shows 
that some of the dividing cells have migrated to the peripheral 
region and also towards the anterior pole (Plate I, Fig. 7), 
Probably it is due to the centrifugal force; which exist in 
the developing eggs as reported by Itoonwal (1936b). 
The process of migration becomes pronounced as the 
cleavage progresses and the cells acquire definite shape. 
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The cells which have migrated to the periphery are elongated, 
compared to those somewhat rounded ones that lie at the 
anterior pole. The distance between two adjacent cells at 
the posterior pole is still almost the same in contrast to 
those which have migrated to the periphery. Sections of 24 
hours show 28-32 cells in all, which are not connected by 
protoplasmic strands. The cytoplasm of the dividing cells 
also does not show such stellate processes which might connect 
two neighbouring cells. 
In the region of the posterior end at about 30 hours 
the dividing cells are seen arranging themselves compactly in 
the foim of a semicircular band. Apart from these large 
isolated cells in the band, other cells are also seen in the 
peripheral part ( Plate II, Fig. 8), They are oval with 
elongated nuclei. It has been observed that the division rate 
which was slow till now has rapidly increased producing large 
number of cells. The mitotic spindles during division in the 
early stages do not show any definite orientation to the egg 
periphery - a fact which has been reported by different 
workers in majority of insects. The nuclei of the dividing 
cells at this stage do not show a distinct cytoplasmic 
coating over them as is evidenced by their staining reaction. 
Some cells show an early anaphase and telophase condition 
by their distinct chromosomal arrangement. 
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A primary epithelium i s thus establ ished under the 
chorion by per ipheral migration of cleavage c e l l s a t about 
42 hours of development. A longi tudinal sect ion of t h i s 
stage (Pla te I I , Fig. 9) shows tha t a l l the c e l l s comprising 
t h i s epithelium are not of the same form or size in a l l 
regions of the egg, 
A ce r t a in number of c e l l s towards the pos te r io r 
pole (numbering twelve in t h i s p a r t i c u l a r longi tudinal 
section) stand out d i s t i n c t l y by t h e i r l a rge s i z e , abounded 
forca and c lose spacing from the r e s t . This par t i s consi-
dered here as the embi^onic blastoderm (germ-disk). Since 
i t gives r i s e to the germ band from which the embryo proper 
sha l l be d i f f e ren t i a t ed . The r e s t of the c e l l s , g rea t ly 
a t tenuated , are held a t a dis tance from each other and 
cons t i t u t e the extra-embryonic blastodeim. Their nucle i are 
elongated and s t a i n l e s s deeply with haematoxylin s t a i n . 
The length of the cytoplasmic strands connecting these i s o -
l a t ed nuclei i s great ly va r i ab l e , being shor ter i n the 
v i s c i n i t y of the embryonic region than in more d i s t an t p a r t s . 
•s 
Besides these cells, a few stellate cells with prominent 
nuclei are observed in the yolk mass. These are the vitello-
phags which could not be differentiated into pirLmary and 
secondary yolk cells. 
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At about 48 hours the germ disk epithelium under-
goes rapid d iv is ion r e su l t i ng i n the formation of oval c e l l s 
which are compactl;'- arranged in the fona of a round concave 
disk in the pos te r io r region s l i gh t l y on the ven t r a l side of 
the egg (P la te I I , Figs . 10 and 12). The c e l l s of the ex t ra -
embryonic primary epithelium are more or l e s s spindle-shaped 
with la rge nuc l e i . 
The germ tand so formed begins to elongate along the 
ven t ro -an t e r io r berder of the pos t e r io r end. I t becomes thick 
i n the mid-region due to the accumulation of the dividing 
c e l l s from the gdrm disk. This thickening in the disk 
increases and ul t imate ly acquires a mult i layered condit ion. 
The c e l l s are ar rmged in tv/o or three l aye r s as seen in the 
egg of 58 hours C?late I I , P igs . 11 and 13). 
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I Z . EMBRYONIC MEMBRAMJS 
(1) The amnion: 
The foimation of the two emhiyonic memhranes - the 
amnion and serosa, in Ghrotogonus trachypterus follows the 
usual general pattern as exist in other insects. The tv/o 
protective envelops appear simultaneously with the differen-
tiation of the inner layer. As already described earlier, 
the germ-band at the age of 58 hours attains a multilayered 
condition. It*s lateral borders, as seen in transverse 
sections, now begin to invaginate into the yolk carrying 
along with them the part of the extra-embryonic blastoderm 
with which the extreme lateral parts of the germ-disk are 
continuous, A fold so formed is called the amniotic fold. 
These two folds which appear at the anterior and posterior 
ends at 68 hours begin to grow towards each other ventrad to 
the geim-band (Plate II, Fig. 14). The folds finally unite 
giving rise to two membranes an inner, called the amnion and 
the other outer - the serosa which is continuous with the 
extra-embryonic blastoderm. Between the amnion and genn-band 
a space is enclosed which is known as amniotic cavity. 
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^2) berosa and i t s seoret lon; 
As described e a r l i e r the serosa which forms a pro tec-
t i v e outer envelop appears concurrently with the amnion. The 
c e l l s of serosa i n the beginning are la rge with rounded nuclei 
and are connected by cytoplasmic s t rands . As development 
progresses fu r ther th^ serosal c e l l s move apar t from each o the r 
and become spindle-shaped, A s ingle layered membrane thus 
envelops the developing embryo and the yolk mass. 
In locus t s and grasshoppers the serosa in addi t ion to 
providing a p ro tec t ive membrane secre tes cu t i cu l a r l ayers which 
give support to the overlying chorion. The pa r t of the serosa 
ly ing in the extreme pos t e r io r end shows a d i s t i n c t i v e patch 
of c e l l s whose components l i e i n a single row. A patch s imi la r 
i n pos i t ion , yet more prominent, containing c e l l s d i s t r ibu ted 
i n a row has been reported in Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s by 
fcjlifer (1938a, 1950). This i s recorded by her as a s t ruc tu re 
which helps in the absorption of water and has been ca l led 
'hydropyle c e l l s * , itoonwal (1935) has observed a l i k e s t ruc ture 
i n t h i s veiy region and has termed i t as ' s e ro sa l p a t c h ' . 
This i s shown to be a double-layered s t ruc ture with a space i n 
between and p e r s i s t s t i l l hatching occurs. No function has 
been assigned to i t . 
As soon as the serosa i s d i f fe ren t ia ted i t ' s c e l l s 
secrete on t h e i r outer surface, below the endochorion, a th in 
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cuticular layer, divisible into two distinct layers. A layer 
immediately in contact with the serosal cells does not stain 
with haematoxylin or eosin stains and is designated as white 
cuticle. The layer of the cuticle lying between it and the 
endo-chorion appears yellow and is known as yellow cuticle. 
These two layers become distinctly visible at 96 hours after 
the serosa has been fully established. The two cuticular 
layers appear simultaneously. With the secretion of this 
cuticular layer the chorion is so reinforced that sectioning 
becomes difficult and the carbolic acid treatment obligatory. 
The inner surface of the yellow cuticle in contact 
with the white cuticle has a serrated margin. At the age of 
96 hours both cuticular layers, yellow and white, attain a 
definite thickness. The thickness of the two cuticular layers 
is variable. The maximum variation is seen in the region of 
the posterior pole of the egg, while in the rest of the egg 
the thickness is almost uniform measuring 7.38 microns (yellow 
cuticle) and 22,75 microns (white cuticle). In the region of 
the posterior pole the white cuticle increases, measuring 
36,52 microns while the yellow cuticle measures 5.92 microns 
(Plate III, Pig. 15). It has been further observed that the 
white cuticle continues to increase upto blastokinesis after 
which it progressively decreases and ultimately disappears before 
hatching. 
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Hoonwal CI936a, 1937, 1954a and 1954^) has descri"bed 
the formation of two cuticular layers in the African migratory 
locust-Locuata migratorla mip:ratorioides and in Desert locust^ 
Schistocerca gregaria respectively. He has pointed out that 
yellow cuticle is secreted first followed by the white cuticle 
and the yellow cuticle does not show any sen^tions. He has 
described further an embryonic cuticle secreted by the embryonic 
body-wall all round the embryo of Locusta migi^toria migiatorioides 
about one day after blastokinesis and is shed just after hatching, 
constituting the so called intermediate moult. He claims that 
the embryonic cuticle acquires a pattern of spine-like papillae 
on its inner surface which helps in the hatching operation, 
Slifer (1937) has reported the formation of the cuticular layers 
in Melanoplus differentialjs which are believed to be secreted 
at the same time. She has further reported that the margins of 
the yellow cuticle are serrated - an observation which accords 
with that of the p3?esent writer. The white cuticle is claimed 
to be digested before hatching by hatching enzymes secreted from 
pleu3X)podia, In addition to these two layers (yellow and white) , 
she has reported another layer which is secreted by ordinary 
serosal cells and lies in contact with the white cuticle. This 
layer contains delicate striations at right angles to the surface. 
Matthee (1951) reported the formation of two layers (white and 
yellow) in Locustana pardalina. This yellow cuticle never becomes 
as thick as the white one but has the same structure and stains 
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the same v?ay as that in Melanoplus differentialjs (Slifer, 
1937). Sharan (1958) in Locustana pardaljna maintains a 
provisional embryonic cuticle which comprises two primary-
layers - the epicuticula and the endo-cuticula. The provisional 
emhryonic cuticle is cast off in six days after eggs have "been 
dampened. 
Micciarelli and Shrenna (1972) and Sbrenna (1975) have 
reported two embryonic cuticles in Schistocerca gregaria. The 
first is synthesized after blastokinesis, an apolysis occurs 
and a second cuticle is formed. The embryo hatches with the 
second cuticle. The ecdysis of the first cuticle has been 
observed. The first is irregularly folded and between the 
epicuticle and endocuticle lies a sub-epicuticular zone with few 
unoriented fibres which is not present in the second cuticle. 
In Chrotogonus tiachvpterus also one day after blastokinesis a 
third euticular layer is formed which measures 1.48 microns 
(Plate iCVIII, Pig. 64). It persists till hatching occurs. 
Further details of this layer have not been worked out. 
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X. THE DlFFEiJSI\mA3)I0N OF TH3 IIESODEM 
The i n s e c t egg i n g e n e r a l "by v i r t u e of l a r g e q u a n t i t y of 
con ta ined yolk p r e s e n t s a procedure i n t h e p r o c e s s of g a s t r u l a t i o n 
which i s n e i t h e r uniform throughout the e n t i r e i n s e c t group n o r 
does i t conform to the g e n e r a l p a t t e r n a s i s evidenced i n o t h e r 
i n v e r t e b r a t e an ima l s . The problem assumes added s i g n i f i c a n c e 
i n view of the f a c t t h a t the m a t e r i a l from which the midgut 
e p i t h e l i u m i s de r ived does n o t i n a l l c a se s correspond t o the 
entoderm which i s s e t a p a r t a t t h e time of g a s t r u l a t i o n . I t s 
y o l k - c e l l o r i g i n , i n some cases and ectodermal o r i g i n i n o t h e r s 
h a s l ed t o a number of t h e o r i e s which have been propounded to 
r e c o n c i l e v a r i o u s d ive rgen t v i e w s . A v a s t amount of l i t e r a t u r e 
has consequent ly accumulated on t h e sub j ec t and i t seems beyond 
t h e scope of t h i s t h e s i s t a h i g h l i g h t even impor tan t even t s 
a s they occur i n d i f f e r e n t o r d e r s thus f a r s t u d i e d . The p r e s e n t 
d i s c u s s i o n s h a l l , t h e r e f o r e , be confined to the family Acrididae 
a lone and s t r a y r e f e r e n c e s made to o t h e r o rde r s where eve r 
found n e c e s s a r y . 
Johannsen and B u t t (1941) while de sc r i b ing v a r i o u s methods 
of g a s t r u l a t i o n i n i n s e c t s p o i n t out t h a t i n Or thopte ra and some 
l e p i d o p t e r a the c e l l s i n t h e middle reg ion of t h e germ band 
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without forming a distinct middle plate and with or without 
the formation of gastral furrow proliferate towards the inner 
side (yolk side) of the gennhand and give rise to the inner 
layer. This observation finds substantial support, leaving 
aside minor deviations, in the studies made on the present 
material. The ventral groove appearing on the mid-ventral 
longitudinal region of the germ band and lasting for about 4-5 
hours is the site of rapid proliferation. The cells so libera-
ted spread over the inner surface of the germ band and give 
rise to the inner layer (Plate IV, Pig, 17). The mid-ventral 
part, otherwise smooth before the appearance of the groove, 
represents the area which corresponds to a well defined middle 
plate as in ]>Lptera and Coleoptera whose edges separate from 
the two lateral plates and which sinks to be followed by the 
union of lateral walls beneath it. The middle region in 
Chrotogonus neither separates from the lateral parts by the 
formation of grooves nor does it show any sign of insiking 
and yet it serves the same purpose as does its counterpart in 
some Hymenoptera eg. Athalia -proxima (Farooqi, 1965), 
The cells that proliferate from this region give rise 
to the inner layer which may represent both the mesoderm and 
endoderm or Mesendoderm of Henson (1932) and Shafiq (1952) or 
mesoderm alone in which case the entoderm is believed to be 
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emlDryonic giving rise to no larval structures. In yet another 
catagory of insects the yolk cells have been shown to provide 
a definitive midgut epithelium an instance in which the 
segregation of one of the three germ layers takes place at an 
early stage of development. 
(1) The origin of coelomic cavities; 
In the chapter on the morphogenesis of the emhiyo it 
has heen mentioned that the germ band undergoes primary segmen-
tation resulting in the formation of four primary segments. 
This is followed by definitive segmentation of the body. Sections 
of the embryo at thjLs stage of development show that the inner 
layer also has undergone segmentation. Six hours later at the 
age of 90 hours the inner layer further divides transversely 
corresponding to various cephalic segments, three thoracic and 
one abdominal segment. It is this segmental mesoderm which 
gives rise to the coelomic cavities. The origin of these 
cavities in the head (e»3epting labrum and antenna), thorax 
and the first abdominal segment is similar but differs from 
the condition obtaining in the rest of the abdominal segments. 
In the head, thorax and first abdominal segment the 
disposition of the single layered mesoderm is such that the 
two lateral halves are separated from each other by a small 
gap (Plate IV, Pig, 18). B^ about 96 hours the mesoderm of 
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each side begins to spiread laterally over the outer layer. 
Is the lateral edges of embryonic body grow dorso-medially 
the mesoderm follows suit vd.th the result that each lateral 
aim of the mesoderm bends upon if^self to enclose a small 
coelomic cavity. Paired cavities so formed in the developing 
appendages are laiown as appendicular coelomic cavities (Plate 
IV, Pig . 19; Plate V, Pig. 20). It is interesting to note 
that the origin of coelomic cavities in the labrum and antenna 
is slightly different from the process which has been observed 
in the rest of the head appendages as described above. 
Sections passing through the region of the labnim and 
antenna show that the lateral mesoderai does not extend upto 
this region, instead a large number of mesodermal.cells are 
seen clustering around and at the base of the stomodaeal 
invagination. This arrangement is evident at the age of 84 
hours. At 96 hours a pair each of coelomic sacs appears in 
these two appendages. The coelomic cavities of the labral 
sacs retin their connection with the stomodaeal mesoderm even 
after the sacs have disorganized at 120 hours. Such a 
contiguity of the mesodeim lends support to the belief that 
the labral coelom might have originated from the mesoderm 
surrounding the stomodoaum. The antennary coelomic sacs also 
seem to have originated from the two masses of mesoderm lying 
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below the stomodaeal invagination referred to above. The wall 
of both these pairs consists of a single layer of cells 
enclosing a circular cavity (Plate XIV, Fig. 50), 
Hoonwal (1937) and Jhingran (1949) have reported similar 
connection of the labral mesoderm with the stomodaeal mesoderm. 
The later author has further claimed that the labral coelom is 
formed by cells migrating from the stomodaeal region. In 
Chrotogonus this conclusion can best be considered as inferential 
since migration of cells camn not be observed in fixed material. 
It may be recalled that after the primary segmentation 
the abdominal segments ai^ gradually added one after another. 
The mesodermal component of the abdominal segments from the 
second to the last appears both in the segmental and intersegmen-
tal regions by about 120 hours. The segmental mesoderm flattens 
out over the ectoderm and becomes double-layered. Later these 
two layers spiit apart in the middle and thus appears a single 
slit-like coelomic cavity in each abdominal segment. The two 
layers of the mesoderm subsequently meet medially and thus 
divide the coelomic cavity into two, one lying on either side 
of the median line. Ifter formation, the coelomic sacs move 
into the hollow of the developing abdominal appendages. From 
the above description it will be seen that the manner in which 
the coelomic cavity appears in this region is markedly different 
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from what is obtained in the gnathal, thoracic and first 
abdominal segments. 
(2) Morphological differentiation of the coelomic sacs; 
Workers who have gone into the details of development of 
the coelomic sacs report enlargement and division of the sacs 
after assuming a circular form from disorganized mesodermal 
cells. The present writer has not only endevoured to go into 
the details of such changes but has also attempted to enumerate 
the possible cause that leads to such a remarkable regional 
differentiation of the coelomic cavities in all the body-
segments except the labral, mandibular, first maxillary and 
the last abdominal segments, 
T^ rpically the morphological differentiation of the 
coelomic sacs is represented by the second maxillary segment 
as would be evident from the following account. 
At the time of first appearance of the coelom at the 
age of 108 hours, it has been observed that this cavity 
appears as a circular stmjcture bounded by a delicate wall 
formed of a single layer of cells lying in the hollow of the 
short-stumpy appendages. As the appendage begins to grow 
further, the sacs lose their circular form and by about 120 
hours a distinct pouch begins to grow in the dorsal direction 
carrying along with it a part of the original coelom. This 
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p a r t i s designated here as the dorso- ros t ra l coelomic cavi ty 
(G-j). The main "body of the eofelomic cavi ty which s t i l l l i e s 
within the hollow of the appendage i s known as the the v e n t r a l 
pouch (Cv). A t h i r d small pouch, the dorso-anal i s given off 
from the l a t e r a l wall of the coelomic sac hut does not grow 
fur the r and contains a small cavi ty (Cp which i s i n communi-
ca t ion with other two c a v i t i e s . (P la te V Pig. 21). Upto a 
c e r t a i n stage of d i f f e ren t i a t ion t h i s p ic ture appears i n a l l 
the segments referred to ahove. In the thoracic region, however, 
the coelom fur ther undergoes changes Toy the appearance of a 
p a r t i t i o n betv/een the dorsorostral-dorsoanal and ven t r a l 
c a v i t i e s . I t appears l i k e a t ransverse bridge (Plate V, 
Pig. 22), between the two l a t e r a l walls of the modified sac 
so as to divide i t s cavity in to a dorsal and a ven t ra l coelom. 
No fur ther divis ion of the dorsal coelom by a hor izonta l 
p a r t i t i o n i s seen in Chrotogonus as has been repoarted by 
Roonwal in Locusta and Jhingran in Schis tocerca. The r e s t 
of the observations of both these authors are i n main i n 
conformity with the above observations. 
While both Boonwal and Jhingran have advanced no reasons 
for the change in" the foia of the coelomic sac, the present 
wr i t e r has attempted to co r re l a t e the cons t r i c t ion of the basa l 
pa r t of the appendages with the consequental change undergone 
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by the coelomic sacs. Transverse sections passing through 
segmental regions of Qhrotogonus as well as the figures 
representing identical stages in Loousta and Schistocerca clearly 
show that when the appendage begins to elongate its basal part 
constricts. The cells of the constricted region inflect inwards 
and exert some pressure on the underlying fragile wall of the 
coelomic sac with the result that a diverticulum is given off 
in the dorsorostral direction where space is available for its 
limited growth. On the opposite side a similar diverticulum 
is formed but is much less developed and contains a small 
cavity (Cg), This mechanical necessity probably explains why 
a simple saccular structure assume a more complex foim, 
Hegarding the labral, mandibular, first maxillary and 
the last abdominal pairs of coelomic sacs it may be pointed out 
that they do not undergo any change in form beyond the circular 
stage. Their fate may be summarized as follows. 
The labral coelomic pair after forming a circular 
structure disorganizes by about 120 hours stage leaving in 
place masses of mesodermal cells which are connected together 
and retain their connections with the stomodaeal mesoderm. 
Later, these cells give rise to labral musculature. In the 
mandibular pair, at about 108 hours of incubation, some large 
isolated cells are given off from the dorsal wall. These cells 
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soon accumulate to form a cluster above their respective sacs 
and get connected together medially to form a band-like 
stmcture. This constitutes the suboesophageal body which 
clearly differentiaties by about 120 hours (Plate III, Fig. 
16); 'Plate V, ilg. 20). Further development of this body 
has not been traced. The remaining ventral portion of the 
coelomic wall develop musculature of the mandibular appendages, 
Hoonwal (1937) has reported the origin of suboesophageal body 
from paired rudiments which ultimately come to lie beneath the 
stomodaeum. Some of its cells are binucleate and the cytoplasm 
becomes grannular and vacuolated. The vacuoles are filled with 
small yellowish bodies v^ich represent excretory matter. 
Jhingran (1949) has also described a similar structure in 
Schistocerca. 
The first maxillary pair does not undergo any change of 
form beyond the circular stage in Ghrotogonus. After about 
120 hours it disorganizes and its cells give rise to the muscles 
of the appendages. Similar observations have been made by 
Boonwal in Locusta. Jhingran however, has obseived in Schistocerca 
a small dorsal outgrowth which according to him represents in 
a rudimentary form the well developed dorsal pouch of the 
antennary coelom. 
The last abdominal pair is the smallest. As the pro^ todaeum 
invaginates by about 120 hours, this pair elongates for a short 
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distance along the lateral wall of the invagination but 
disorganizes after ahout 192 hours. No further changes have 
heen followed in Ghrotogonus "but according to Boonwal its cells 
merge into those of the proctodaeum and take part in the 
formation of the musculature of the cerci and the hind gut. 
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XI. THB ALIMENTARY CMAL 
The origin and development of the alimentary canal in 
Chrotogonus trachypteras may be considered under the follovd.ng 
headings: 
(1) The development of the stomodaeum and hepatic caecae. 
(2) The development of the proctodaeum and malpighian 
tubules and 
(3) The development of the mesenteron. 
(1) The development of the Stomodaeum and Hepatic caecae; 
This part of the alimentary canal begins to appear as an 
invagination of the ectodermal cells under the labrum in an 
embryo of 90 hours. The invaginated cells as they begin to grow 
inwards acquire a blind tubular structure directed dorsally for 
a short period of time. In the begining the wall of the tube ^  
consists of a single layer of cells but rapid mitotic activity 
leads to further elongation of the stomodaeal tube and doubling 
of the originally single layer of cells at the age of 96 hours 
(Plate IX, Fig. 35). The mouth of the invagination on the 
underside of the labruia constitutes the future mouth of the 
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embryo. The stomodaeal tube grows farther inwards and the 
mesodermal cells simultaneously move in to flank the stomodaeum. 
As development progresses the stomodaeal invagination 
begins to point posteriorly and elongates considerably, its 
lateral walls retaining strictly the two layered arrangement of 
cells. At the blind end this characteilstic arrangement is 
lost and the cells become massed together. The mesodermal 
cells which spredd over the stomodaeal invagination are 
distributed irregularly, though at certain places they exhibit 
a double layered arrangement. 
The blind end of stomodaeum expands a little and its 
walls subsequently get folded inside so as to form four internal 
ridges. The cells constituting the ectoderm and mesoderm layers 
can be easily distinghished not by their size alone but by 
their shape and staining reactions (Plate IX, Fig, 36), It is 
because of this distinction that their fate can be followed 
with some certainty. The mesodermal cells are smaller and 
rounded and stain comparatively dark with haematoxylin stains. 
The large ectodermal Oftlls constitute a double layer during 
the early stage of invagination which is later reduced to a 
single compact layer. 
The blind ends of stomodaeum and proctodaeum are important 
regions on two counts. Firstly, because majority of workers on 
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Acridid embryology have claimed the or ig in of mid-gut from 
these p a r t s , secondly i t i s these bl ind ends tha t form the 
stomodaeal and proctodaeal va lves . G-reat care has , therefore , 
been taken to study the c e l l u l a r elements cons t i tu t ing these 
regions and t h e i r subsequent f a t e during the formation of 
mesenteron and the va lves . 
The stomodaeal invaginat ion f ina l ly develops in to 
fore-gut of advanced embryo which i s regionated in to four 
d i s t i n c t p a r t s comprising the pharynx, oesophagus, crop and 
provent2?icuius. The e a r l i e s t ind ica t ion of these i s manifest 
i n the form of cons t r i c t ions in the wall of the stomodaeal 
invaginat ion a t the age of about one day a f t e r b las tok ines i s 
(Plate X, Fig. 39) . The pharynx i s in t> e^ form of a broad 
chamber opening externa l ly through the mouth, a tubular 
oesophagus and a flask-shaped crop leading in to a cup-shaped 
preven t r icu ius . These divis ions-are quite evident in an 
embryo before hatching. The l a s t region develops a f t e r the 
formation of stomodaeal valve by in f l ec t ion of the l a t e r a l 
wa l l s . I t i s made up of two arms, one which bends downwards to 
make a loop and again ascends to form a second arm reaching 
upto a l eve l where from the mid-gut wi l l take i t s o r ig in . This 
pa r t w i l l be subsequently enclosed within the lumen of the 
mid-gut. 
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Another important development at this age is the 
appearance of the ectodermal evaginations of the hepatic 
diverticula. Sagittal section of this stage shows that very 
close to the posterior extremity the ectodeimal layer 
evaginates so as to form tubular porjections. Two such out-
pocketings can he seen in each section along with their 
mesode:rmal covering (Plate X, ilg. 39). The mouths of these 
evaginations lie laterally along the blind end. It the same 
time when this end is partly covered over by the developing 
mid-gut, the hepatic caecae open into the mesenteron. 
Transverse section passing through the hepatic caecae in an 
embryo two days after blastokinesis reveals that the wall of 
the caecum < is formed by a single layer of ectodermal cells 
enclosing a lumen. The nuclei of the cells are elongate and 
heavily stain with haematoxylin. Counts show that 6 hepatic 
caecae are present in this stage. The hepatic caecae acquire 
a mesodermal cover over the ectodermal layer (Plate X, Fig. 38) 
The cells forming the floor of the expanded blind end 
of stomodaeum thin out to form a delicate limiting membrane 
which is ectodermal in origin and serves as a temporary 
partition between the fore-gut and the developing mid-gut. 
One day before hatching it disorganises in order to establish 
communication between the fore-gut and the developing mid-gut. 
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(2) The develo-pment of the -proctodaeum and malplghian tubules: 
About 30 hours after the formation of stomodaeum a 
shallow depression of ectodermal cells appears in the posterior 
extremity of the embryo. This constitutes the proctodaeal 
invagination and develops the same way as the stomodaeum at the 
age of 120 hours. It extends further as a blind tubular 
structure reaching the level of the 0th, abdominal segment. 
A single layer of ectodermal cells lines the wall of the 
invagination in which the cells are closely packed (Plate XL, 
Pigs. 41 and 42). 
As the development progresses the proctodaeal invagination 
deepens and acquires a double layer of ectodeimal cells. 
Simultaneously the mesodermal cells also move in to cover the 
invagination from outside. This condition can be easily seen 
in a sagittal section of 192 hours embryo (Plate XT, Pig, 43), 
Prom this period om^ rards there is a gradual increase in the 
length of the proctodaeal tube and its lateral walls show a 
clear two-layered arrangement of ectodermal cells. With 
further growth the cells loose their regular arrangement 
specially at the blind end to form a mass of irregularly 
distributed cells. 
One day after blastokinesis the blind end of proctodaeal 
invagination broadens and the ectodermal cells start thining 
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out and. u l t imate ly give r i s e to a t h i n l imi t ing membrane which 
disorganises a day before hatching and a d i rec t communication 
i s es tabl ished between the developing mid-gut and the hind-gut . 
Mother important change occurs a day a f t e r b las tok ines i s 
whereby the proctodaeal tube develops three constiTictions i n 
the regions where future il^eum, colon, rectum and r e c t a l pads 
w i l l make t h e i r appearance. The f i r s t being in the form of a 
broad tube almost flask-shaped and others are tubu la r with 
s l i g h t l y varying diameters. 
The malpighian tubules begin to appear as ectodermal 
evaginat ions from the wall of the proctodaeum a t the broadened 
bl ind end in an embryo of 192 hours . These tubules develop 
as pouches as seen in a s a g i t t a l sect ion of t h i s age and l i e 
l a t e r a l l y near the bl ind end of proctodaeal invaginat ion. They 
open in to the lumen of the proctodaeuia by a s l i t - l i k e opening 
(P l a t e XI, Fig. 43) . As the development advances these pouches 
extend to foiro bl ind tubular s t ruc t u r e s . The ectodermal c e l l s 
a re arranged per iphera l ly in a s ingle layer enclosing a lumen 
which i s c i r cu la r i n c ross -sec t ion . These c e l l s are f la t tened 
and t h e i r nuclei a re th ickly s ta ined. Counts show tha t 8 - ce l l s 
are present in each c i r c l e . A single layer of mesodemal c e l l s 
enc i rc les the ectodermal layer (Pla te X, Fig. 40) . The 
malphighian tubules afe devoid of c u t i c l e . Six malphighian 
tubules are present in an embryo ready to hatch. 
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111 acr id id embryologists agree tha t the stomodaeal 
and proctodaeal invaginat ions are ectodermal in or ig in and 
tha t the stomodaeum appears hefore the proctodaeum. Shairan 
(1970) while maintaining the ectodeimal or ig in in Locustana 
pardal ina observes that the stomodaeal and proctodaeal 
invaginat ions appear simultaneously ' in about 24 hours old 
embryo. 
Regarding the or ig in of malpighian tubules from the 
ectoderm there i s general agreement but Henson (1932, 1944) i n 
P i e r i s brass icae and Bla t t a o r i e n t a l i s and Savage (1956) i n 
SchistPCerea gregaria> donsider the or ig in of malpighian tubules 
from the endoderm. Henson fur ther says t h a t , 
" I t s most s igni f icant feature i s • i t s development 
from an embryonic zone a t the junction of the mid-gut and 
hind-gut , with no evidence to show whether i t i s an appendage 
of mesenteron or proctodaeal por t ion of the gut" . 
The present wri ter does not agree with t h i s view because 
the malpighian tubules are formed before any t race of mesenteron 
i s evident in the embiyo. 
(3) The develo-pment of the mesenteron: 
Studies on _C, trachvuterus lend support to the 
ectodermal or igin of the mid-gut epithelium as suggested by 
majority of wrferkers on Acrididae. Before going in to the 
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details of the process it is desirable to describe the origin 
and fate of the membranes that form prior to the foimation of 
mesenteric epitheliim. 
(i) The -provisional dorsal closure; 
kt the age of 96 hours from the lateral edges of the 
embryo arise a thin membrane in the form of two flaps which 
grow dorsaU^and ultimately unite me sally to cover t>^ e entire 
dorsal surface and cuts off the yolk from contact with the 
inner side of the embryo. Since it lies a little above the 
embryonic body, a space is thus cut off which is called 
ep^ineural sinus containing few blood cells but no yolk 
particles. As it originates from the superficial layer of 
the embryo there can not, therefore, be any doubt regarding 
its ectodermal origin. It is fully formed in 120 hours and 
is seen both in longitudinal and transverse sections (Plate 
III, Fig. 16; Plate V, Pig. 22). 
Ihiring blastokinesis the portion of the provisional 
dorsal closure lying between the blind ends of stomodaeum 
and proctodaeum snaps at the edges and start to grow round 
the yolk thus enclosing the entire yolk mass from the dorsal 
side. Soon after the development of provisional dorsal 
closure there develops another thin memb3ra,ne the splanchnic 
from the dorsal wall of the coelomic sac at the age of 120 
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hours. It extends dor sally "below the provisional dorsal 
closure at the age of 240 hours. The cells of both the 
provisional dorsal closure and the splanchnic layer are 
attenuated and lie at a definite distance from each other. 
These spindle-shaped cells are connected by a thin cytoplasmic 
strand. The distance between the two adjacent nuclei is 
about 25.75 microns. The nuclei of splanchnic layer stain 
a bit darkly in comparison to those which constitute the 
provisional dorsal closure. 
Nelsen (1934b) has not described any such membrane 
in Melanoulus differentialis but Roonwal (1937) in Locusta 
migratoria migratorioides has described two such provisional 
dorsal closures. The first partly disappears during 
blastokinesis and a second one is laid down in its place. 
Both of them, however, are temporary structures. This 
membrane, according to Boonwal, is characteristic of Icrididae 
and is not found in any other family of insects. Soon after 
this publication, a membrane of similar nature was found in 
insects of other orders as well. Miller (1940) described it 
in Pteronareys proteus and named it as ental membrane - a term 
which was retained by some subsequent workers (Sander, 1956). 
Its presence has also been reported by Sharan (1970) in 
Locustana paradalina and P^tavy (1975,1976a and 1976b) in 
Locusta migratoria. 
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In C. trachypterus one day after blastokinesis the 
membrane forming provisional dorsal closure disintegrates 
leaving alone the splanchnic layer in position. Soon after 
its disintegration the ectodermal layer forming the lateral 
wall of the stomodaeum at the blind end inflects so as to 
form a loop with a descending and ascending limb. The 
ascending limb folds upon itself and this folded part consti-
tutes a regenerative area from which rapid proliferation 
starts. The proliferated cells in the begining form a 
closely packed cord of cells. The cells at the distal end 
now begin to attenuate and lie farther apart from each other, 
connected only by cj^ toplasmic strands. The length of the 
strand, in close proximity of the blind ends, is about 2.96 
microns between two nuclei but farther away these nuclei lie 
at a distance of 4.96 microns from each other, A membiune 
thus foCTiied from the stomodaeal end soon advances over the 
yolk (Plate IX, Hg. 37). 1 similar development occurs at 
the proctodaeal end and the attenuated cells moving in 
opposite direction finally meet so as to enclose the yolk 
completely under the splanchnic layer. 
The attenuated cells are spindle-shaped and resemble 
closely the cells of the provisional dorsal closure and the 
splanchnic mesoderm. This picture of development is evident 
in an embryo two days after blastokinesis, A day before 
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hatching no other remarkable change could he observed except 
t h a t the c e l l s of at tenuated membrane, probably by divis ion, 
mult iply so as to l i e c lose r together . 
Further , i t may be noted tha t a subs tan t i a l quanti ty 
of yolk i s s t i l l present in the enclosed mid-gut region 
although only a day i s l e f t for hatching of the nymph. The 
yolk mass contains vi te l lophags a lso whose number va r i e s from 
16-18 c e l l s i n each longi tudinal sec t ion . 
One of the most con t rover t i a l problem in insec t 
embryology i s the origin of mid-gut epithelium. Workers on 
d i f ferent insec t orders have suggested i t s or ig in from a 
v a r i e t y of sou2:^ 3es and the problem has , in course of time, 
assumed apparently unreconeliable dimensions. The question 
of i t s or ig in i s in t imate ly connected with the gas t ru l a t ion 
phenomenon but the associa t ion of non-germ layer elements 
v i z . , the v i te l lophags in ce r t a in insec t forms has fu r ther 
l^eightened the controversy. In recent years a voluminous 
l i t e r a t u r e has accumulated and i t i s not possible to describe 
even b r i e f l y a l l what has been claimed in t h i s behalf . 
Nelson (1915) has given a c l a s s i f i ed l i s t on the 
subject which gives an idea of the d i f ferent opinions 
expressed on t h i s subject t i l l then. Eastham's review 
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(1930) i s f a i r l y i n s t r u c t i v e . Johannsen & Butt (1941) h^ve 
dea l t with the problem a t length . At present i t i s intended 
to confine t h i s discussion to -fthe opinions of workers on 
Acrididae a lone. 
Nelsen (I934"b) i n Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s has derived 
the mesenteron from inner layer of the germ-band which i s 
supposed to have both entodermal and mesodermal coii5)onents. 
Although he i s inc l ined to derive i t from the entoderm yet adds 
in a foot no te . 
"While I describe the entoderm of the mid-gut as being 
segregated from the inner germ-band mater ial i n the 
region of the stomodaeum and proctodaeum, I would not 
preclude the p o s s i b i l i t y of ectodermal mater ial migrating 
inward with the entoderm segregated from the inner 
germ band layer" , 
S tua r t (1935) while wo iking on Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s has 
come to a d i f ferent conclusion. He contends t ha t the 
de f in i t ive mid-gut epithelium i s formed by the yolk c e l l s . 
Such a type of development has also been observed i n some 
other i n sec t s belonging to di f ferent o rders . He has 
observed the per iphera l migration of the yolk c e l l s to form 
a temporary l i n i n g upon the inner surface of the splanchnic 
mesoderm. Before hatching the nucleus of each yolk c e l l 
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divides in to a dozen or more smaller nuclei which he ca l led 
t he , 'presumptive mid-gut e p i t h e l i a l nucle i from which the 
l i n i n g of the mid-gut i s derived. Martoja (1965) i s more 
exp l i c i t on the role of v i te l lophags in the formation of 
de f in i t ive mid-gut epithelium in Locusta migra tor ia . 
Petavy (1975) on Locusta migratoria migratorioides 
holds a s imilar view though h i s statement appears to he a 
noncommittal one in so fa r as the role of the v i te l lophags 
in the formation of mid-gut epithelium i s concerned, A 
large majority of workers on Acrididae, however, advocate 
the ectodermal or ig in of the mid-gut from the bl ind ends of 
stomodaeum and proctodaeum. Hoonwal (1937) has observed i n 
Xocusta migratoria masses of c e l l s tha t are present a t the 
b l ind ends of stomodaeum and proctodaeum which l a t e r become 
cup-shaped, the edges of the a n t e r i o r and pos t e r io r cups 
grow in opposite d i rec t ion u l t imate ly meet enclosing a par t 
of the mid-gut yolk. Previous to t h i s the yolk was enclosed 
by provisional dorsal closure what he ca l led provis ional mid-
gut epithelium. Two days before hatching t h i s l inn ing quickly 
spreads over the en t i r e yolk to form the mid-gut epithelium. 
According to Sharan (1970) the de f in i t ive mid-gut 
epithelium of Locustana -pardalina i s formed by the regenerat ive 
cen te r s s i tua ted a t the bl ind ends of stomodaeum and proctodaeum 
and concludes tha t the mesenteron i s ectodermal i n o r ig in . 
At the time when the development of mid-gut i s near ly completed 
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he observed a large number of blue staining yolk cells among 
the yolk mass ar^ound which the yolk accumulates so as to 
form 'compartments' but no significance seems to have been 
attached to the presence of the cluster of vitellophags, 
Boufersaoui (1975) reports that in the development of 
mesentric epithelium of Leuconhaea maderae four principal 
phases are found. In the first stage a temporary endodermal 
layer is formed which is replaced by a layer of mesodermic 
origin. Finally the mesentric epithelium is formed by 
ectoderm. 
In _C. trachypterus the mass of yolk is surrounded 
first by the provisional dorsal closure and the advancing 
splanchnic mesodermal layer. Soon, however, the outer 
membrane (PDC) disappears leaving alone the membrane forming 
the splanchnic mesoderm. Both these layers are made up of 
attenuated cells which look very much alike though having 
different origin. One day after blastokinesis a third 
membrane is laid down which invests the yolk completely. 
The cells of this membrane are also attenuated in the same 
manner as those of the other tv;o membranes describe above. 
Careful observations on the origin of this third 
membrane show that this membrane because of its contiguity 
with the ectodermal parts of the blind ends of stomodaeum 
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and proctodaeum and the close resemblance between the 
cons t i tuen ts c e l l s of the two, lend support to the view 
t h a t i t i s ectodermal i n o r ig in . Curiously, t h i s t h i r d 
membrane which i s the precursor of the de f in i t ive mid-gut 
epithelium does not develop in to a regular epithelium 
during the embryonic l i f e . Apart from t h i s , the amount of 
yolk enclosed by t h i s membrane a day before hatching goes 
to suggest tha t the nymph tha t wi l l hatch out w i l l have 
subs tan t ia l quanti ty of yolk to subsis t upon during a pa r t 
of i t s ear ly nymphal l i f e . This contention i s fur ther 
strengthened by the fact t ha t quite a good number of yolk 
c e l l s are present in the yoB: a t t h i s s tage. Goimts show 
tha t 16-18 c e l l s are seen in each longi tudinal sec t ion . 
JPurther, observations show tha t the immature stage 
soon a f t e r hatching does not r e so r t to feeding on leafy 
mater ia l t i l l about 18-20 hours-a fact which s ign i f i e s t ha t 
there i s no sudden change of food mater ia l from yolk to 
chlorophyl l - r ich vegetable matter warranting any change in 
the physiology of digest ion and tha t the break down of 
yolk i s brought about by the yolk c e l l s during ear ly nynrphal 
l i f e . This probably explains why a de f in i t ive funct ional 
epithelium i s not l a id down before the close of the embryonic 
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life as happens in some insects. Farooqi (1963) for instance 
reported in Athalia proxima that before hatching the yolk 
material is entirely consumed and that no yolk cells are 
seen at all. The epithelium in this case is already laid 
down before hatching occurs. 
The only significant change that could be observed 
in the cells of this membrane before hatching is a close 
spacing between the adjacent cells. Although no mitotic 
activity has been observed. It is probably through division 
of parent membrane cells that the number of nuclei is increased 
between two adjacent cells. It is quite likely that the 
regular epithelium is formed from the parent cells of the 
ectodermal membrane its elf and are not the product of any 
extraneous nuclei moving in from the surrounding area. The 
possibility of yolk cells incorporating into this membrane 
to form the epithelium is excluded on the basis of the large 
size and irragular shape of the yolk cells as compared with 
the cells of the membrane. On the basis of this observation 
the present writer is inclined to believe that the mesenteron 
epithelium is purely ectodermal in origin and is formed by 
the division of cells proliferated from the inner ends of 
stomodaeum and proctodaeum. This view is in accord with the 
observations of the majority of workers on Acrididae. 
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XII. THE CmcULlTORY SYSTM 
In _C. t rachypterus the development of the organs which 
c o n s t i t u t e the blood vascular system can be considered under 
the following heads: 
(1) The dorsal vessel 
(2) The cephalic aorta. 
(3) The pericardial cells and pericardial septum and 
(4) The blood cells and blood sinuses 
(1) The dorsal vessel; 
The anlagen of the dorsal blood vessel appear in an 
early stage of development at about 168 hours. These cells, 
known as cardioblasts, develop on the dorso-lateral borders 
of .the coelomic sacs slightly below the point from where 
the provisional dorsal closure and the splanchnic layer take 
their origin (Plate XVIII, Fig. 62). They begin to 
differentiate from the adjoining mesodermal cells as large 
rounded b&.dies whose nuclei are poorer in chromatin content. 
The cardioblasts are first dis~tinguishable in the segmental 
regions from the second maxillary to the fifth or sixth 
abdominal segments, later they eattend in the intersegmental 
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por t ions a lso and are seen i n t ransverse sect ions throughout 
the vJhole of thoracic and abdominal region. When the l a t e r a l 
"body wall of the developing embryo begins to move mid-dorsally 
to a f fec t the def in i t ive dorsal c losure , these c e l l s are also 
ca r r i ed along vdth i t towards the developing dorsum of the 
embryo. That much of development occurs before b l a s t o k i n e s i s . 
Soon a f t e r the completion of b l a s tok ines i s the process 
leading to the dorsa l closure i s accelerated and the 
ca rd iob las t s reach the mid-dorsal pa r t beneath the hypodermis 
(P la t e X7III , Fig. 63) . These c e l l s now appear d i s t i n c t l y 
ere scent-shaped with t h e i r convex sides d i r ec t towards the 
body-wall and concave s ides face each o ther . The ca rd iob las t s 
of the opposite s ides s t i l l l i e apposed to each other but 
concurrently with the union of the l a t e r a l pa r t s of the 
embryo to form the dorsal wall , the two horns of the c rescent ic 
ca rd iob las t s un i t e enclosing a space, ca l led the mid-dorsal 
longi tudinal s inus , which forms the lumen of the tubular 
h e a r t . The hea r t so formed contains a few blood c e l l s . 
Dorsally i t remains attached for sometimes to the hypodermis, 
ven t r a l ly with the pe r i ca rd i a l (dorsal) diaphargm and l a t e r a l l y 
with the somatic mesoderm. This can be seen in a t ransverse 
sec t ion of the embryo one day a f t e r b l a s tok ines i s (P la te XVIII, 
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Fig. 64; P l a t e XCZ, Fig. 65) . The process of narrowing down 
of the mid-dorsal sinus s t a r t s from the pos t e r i o r end and 
proceeds an t e r i o r l y where i t ge ts connected to the pos t e r io r 
p a r t of the cephalic aor ta s i tua ted i n the head region. By 
about three days a f t e r b las tok ines i s the hea r t i s separated 
from the hjrpodemiis and runs from the second maxillary to 
the ten th abdomenial segment. 
All woiicers are general ly agreed on the mesodermal 
o r ig in of the card iob las t s (Johannsen and But t , 1941). 
According to them the or ig in of hear t rudiments was f i r s t 
inves t iga ted by Korotneff (1883, 1885) i n the mole c r i cke t 
(G-ryllotal-pa vulgar is) and since then the same view has 
been subscribed by l a t e r workers. Further , the ca rd iob las t s 
i n three genera, Donacia, Chrysomela and Formica are reported 
to be rounded and not c r e s c e n t i c . Hoonwal (1937, 1939) 
maintained a s imi la r mode of or ig in of these c e l l s in 
L. migra tor ia . 
(2) The Cephalic aorta? 
I t i s general ly accepted by a l l workers tha t the dorsal 
aor ta i s formed from the median walls of the antennal coelomic 
sacs and not from the ca rd iob las t s , Johannsen and Butt (1941) 
describe that in Apis, P i e r i s , Forf icula , Butermis, Carausiias 
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and i n other orthoptera the aor ta o r ig ina tes from the 
antennal coelomic sacs and t h i s appears to be the normal 
method of i t s formation. Roonwal (1937) confirms t h e i r 
descr ip t ion in Locusta migra tor ia . In the present mater ia l 
the development of the aor ta i s e s s e n t i a l l y s imi lar to What 
has been described by Roonwal (1937). 
In C. t rachypterus the formation of thebephalic 
aor ta i s i n i t i a t e d a t about 144 hours of development. I t 
i s formed from the inner walls of the dorso- ros t ra l and 
dorso-anal pouches of the antennary coelomic sacs . The 
fonaation of these coelomic pouches has already been described 
e a r l i e r i n connection with the coelomic sacs . ?or descr ip t ive 
convenience i t i s proposed to describe the development of 
the an t e r i o r and pos t e r io r p a r t s of the cephalic aor ta 
separa te ly as de ta i led below. 
• 
(1') The an t e r io r aorta; 
I s mentioned above the an t e r io r por t ion of the aor ta 
develops from the dorso- ros t ra l pouches of the antennary 
coelomic sacs a t the age of 144 hours. These p a r t s of the 
sacs extend an te r io r ly in the cephalic region over the 
stomodaeum. The Cells cons t i tu t ing the inner walls of the 
coelomic sacs also elongate in the d i rec t ion of the extension 
of the coelomic pouches a t the age of 168 hours (Pla te XIV, 
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Fig. 51) . As development progresses the extended pa r t s which 
appear tubular begin to bend towards each other and u l t imate ly 
fuse to form a dorso-ventra l ly f la t tened sinus or the blood 
d i s t r i b u t i n g apparatus . This process i s completed a t the 
age of 192 hours (Pla te XV, Fig. 53) . 
The a n t e r i o r cephalic aor ta so formed encloses the 
f ron t a l ganglion of the stomatogast2*ic nervous system which 
l i e s over the dorsal wall of the stomodaeum. The dorso-
l a t e r a l walls extend fur ther outwards i n the form of two 
th in s t r i p s which meet the body wall in the cylpeal region. 
Like the do r so - l a t e r a l walls t h e i r counter p a r t s , the vent ro-
l a t e r a l por t ions also bend outwards but they do not extend 
up to the body-wall and t h e i r terminal ends develop in to 
f a t t y t i s s u e . The outer walls of the coelomic pouches are 
a lso converted in to fat body. 
The an t e r io r cephalic aor ta so formed supplies the 
blood to the a n t e r i o r port ion of the head. In sect ions of 
a newly hatched hopper i t i s tubular and no muscles seem to 
have appeared. Soon a f t e r i t s formation i t becomes continuous 
with the pos t e r io r ao r t a . 
( i i ) The pos te r io r aorta? 
I t develops from the dorso-anal port ion of the 
antennary coelomic sacs a t the same age a t which the 
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anterior cephalic aorta appears. The two ooelomic pouches 
lie at a distance on eithersside of the stomodaeum. Their 
median walls begin to thicken at about 168 hours (Plate XIV, 
Fig. 52). at the level of the pharyngeal ganglia which sub-
sequently gets enclosed within the aorta. The median walls 
acquire- a certain amount of thickness and then begin to 
curve inv/ards on either side so as to form a trough-like 
structure which ultimately fuse together to fora the aorta 
proper. This happens soon after the completion of blastokinesis. 
The coelomic walls enclose between them a portion of the 
epineural sinus and the lateral walls of the dorso-anal 
pouches of the antennary coelomic sacs are convereted into 
fat body. The cephalic aorta so foimed becomes continuous 
with the anterior portion of the heart in the second maxillary 
segment, 
(3) The pericardial cells and the -pericardial septum; 
As the name indicates the pericardial cells develop 
near the heart after it has come into existence. On the 
ventre-lateral sides of the heart are seen some rounded loose 
cells, sometimes two or more joining together to form a string 
which can be easily differentiated by their size and shape 
from the adjoining fat cells. These pericardial cells appear 
a day after blastokinesis and are found in the space bounded 
from below" by the dorsal diaphragm and laterally by the 
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somatic mesodem (Pla te XVIII, Fig, 64; P l a t e XEX, Pig. 65) . 
They f i r s t make t h e i r appearance i n the thoracic and fourth 
or f i f th aodominal segments hut soon spread over up to the 
eighth abdominal segment. They or ig inate from the par t of 
the somatic mesoderm which i s delimited by the dorsal 
diaphragm. In t h i s region the mesodermal c e l l s begin to 
loosen and give r i s e to both the pe r i ca rd i a l c e l l s and the 
f a t c e l l s (Plate XLX, Pig, 66), Some of the former c e l l s 
are seen adhering to the l a t e r a l and v e n t r o - l a t e r a l pa r t s 
of the dorsal v e s s e l . They p e r s i s t throughout the embryonic 
l i f e and are a lso seen i n a freshly hatched hopper. 
The pe r i ca rd i a l septum (Dorsal diaphragm) i s a th in 
de l i ca t e membrane found below the hear t and extends l a t e r a l l y 
to join the mesodermal l aye r from ^-/hich i t takes i t s o r ig in . 
Later i t develops fan-shaped muscles f ibres through which i t 
i s at tached to the l a t e r a l body-wall in the segmental regions . 
In the intersegmental regions, however, such muscle f ibres a re 
not d i sce rn ib le . I t provides support to the newly formed 
dorsal blood vesse l thit)Ughout i t s length (Pla te XVIII, Pig, 64) 
1 s imi lar septum known as ven t ra l diaphragm develops 
below the alimentary canal about one day a f t e r b l a s tok ines i s . 
I t i s formed from the somatic mesoderm and extends t ransverse ly 
between the developing alimentary canal and the nerve cord 
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(P la te XEII, Fig. 47) . The c e l l s of the somatic mesoderm 
t h i n out rapidly so as to form t h i s membrane which extends 
upto the leve l of the oblique muscles, 
(4) The blood c e l l s and blood sinuses: 
The blood c e l l s a i i s e from the median mesoderm which 
l i e s over the developing ganglia of the ven t r a l nerve cord. 
The c e l l s of t h i s pa r t of the mesoderm are general ly azranged 
i n a ' s i n g l e layer but a t some places i t becomes two layered. 
Blood c e l l s f i r s t appear a t the age of 120 hours when the 
provis ional dorsal closure i s fu l ly formed and encloses an 
epineural s inus . P r i o r to the l i b e r a t i o n of these c e l l s the 
median mesoderm losses i t s regular arrangement and begins to 
r e l ease individual c e l l s in to the epineural sinus (P l a t e , V, 
Fig. 22), 
In the begining these c e l l s are of various forms such 
as oblong, rounded and spherical but u l t imate ly a l l of them 
assume a more or l e s s spherical form. Besides the epineural 
sinus i so la t ed blood c e l l s are also seen in the p e r i c a r d i a l 
chamber, the l a t e r a l blood s inuses , the c i rcum-in tes t ina l 
blood sinus and a lso in other places of the body cavi ty , 
Thouigh few blood c e l l s l i e in close proximity of the hea r t 
but there i s no evidence to 2?egard them as having a common 
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o r ig in with the cardiolDlasts. 
Ea r l i e r workers have described the origin of hlood c e l l s 
from a va r i e ty of sources l i k e the yolk c e l l s , the c e l l s of 
serosa , walls of the h e a r t , from undif ferent ia ted mesodermal 
c e l l s , the sub-oesophageal body c e l l s , the entoderm and even 
from the ectoderm (Johannsen and But t , 1941). Boonwal (1937) 
while admitt ing the origin of the blood c e l l s • in Locusta 
migrator ia from the mesoder-nal strand does not hold t h i s region 
alone responsible for t h e i r production. In h i s opinion since 
loose mesodermal c e l l s are met with in a v a r i e t y of places so 
i t i s not possible to assign t h e i r o r ig in to a s ingle a rea . 
Observations on £. t rachypterus are in complete accord with 
t h i s view. 
During development two types of sinuses appear in 0^, 
trachVTJterus of vfcich the f i r s t p a i r i s known as the l a t e r a l 
blood s inus . I t appears a t about 120 hours stage when the 
provis ional dorsal closure has been fu l ly l a id down and the 
splanchnic mesoderm begins to extend along the provis ional 
dorsal closure towards the mid^dorsal l i n e . The do r so - l a t e r a l 
edges of the somatic mesoderm now separate from the l a t e r a l 
ectoderm so as to form two spindle-shaped l a t e r a l blood 
s inuses . The spaces so formed are bounded dorsa l ly by the 
provis ional dorsal closure and ven t r a l ly by the somatic 
mesoderm. Some i so la ted blood c e l l s are also seen in these 
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s inuses . When the l a t e r a l body-\v'all begins to grow upwards 
to effect the def in i t ive dorsal closure these l a t e r a l blood 
s inuses are also carii.ed along with i t reaching the mid-dorsal 
pa r t of the developing embryonic body. These changes occur 
about 12 hours a f t e r b l a s tok ines i s . Another 12 hours l a t e r 
the sinuses of e i the r side fuse in to one large mid-dorsal 
sinus which fonns the lumen of the hear t a f t e r the ca rd iob las t s 
of the opposite side uni te to form the dorsal vesse l (Plate 
XVIII, Fig . 64) . 
Another sinus which develops around the intestine^whence 
known as c i rcum-in tes t ina l blood s inus , i s a t r ans i t o ry s t ruc tu re 
and i s represented by a narrow space bounded i n t e r n a l l y by the 
splanchnic mesoderm and external ly by a th in mesentry whose 
o r ig in could not be establ ished with ce r t a in ty (Pla te XEII, 
H g , 49) . Observations under high magnification reveal tha t 
t h i s mesentry i s in such a close contact with the splanchnic 
l ayer tha t i t i s d i f f i cu l t to detect the sinus a t some p laces . 
This may be due to f ixa t ion and subsequent processing during 
which the two layers tend to co l lapse . About two days a f t e r 
b las tok ines i s t h i s mesentry degenerates and the s inus disappears . 
Boonwal (1937) described two paired l a t e r a l blood 
sinuses and one unpaired circum~intest inal blood sinus in 
Locusta migra tor ia . His f i r s t p a i r of l a t e r a l blood sinus 
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i s formed before b las tok ines i s hj the provis ional dorsal 
c losure and the somatic mesoderm. This sinus d i s in t eg ra t e s 
during b las tok ines i s and in i t s place develops a second p a i r 
of l a t e r a l blood sinus formed by the amnion and the splanchnic 
mesoderm. Hoonwal's f i r s t p a i r of l a t e r a l blood sinus corresponds 
to the paired l a t e r a l sinus of C, t rachypterus while the second 
p a i r does not develop in the present grasshopper since amnion 
does not pa r t i c ipa t e in the formation of the provis ional dorsal 
closure as reported by Roonwal (1937). He fur ther claims tha t 
the hear t does not open d i rec t ly in to the c i rcum-in tes t ina l 
blood sinus but merely abuts ihe; mid-dorsal wall of the l a t e r . 
This condit ion i s seen throughout the length of the hear t 
excepting the d i s t a l meso-thoracic region where i t i s connected 
with the c i rcum-in tes t ina l blood sinus by means of a s h o r t -
l ived connecting tube. 
Observations on ^ . trach?rpteru3 are in accord with these 
findings but a connecting sinus between the hea r t and the 
c i rcum-in tes t ina l blood v e s s e l , as reported by Roonwal, has not 
been observed in t h i s i n sec t . I t i s quite l i k e l y t ha t t h i s 
s t r u c t u r e , being a t r an s i t o ry one, might have been missed by 
the 13 re sent wr i t e r . 
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XTII. THE OBWOCyTES 
The oenocytes first appear at about 192 hours stage in 
the body cavity near each abdominal spiracle. They are large 
rounded cells with prominent nuclei. These oenocytes are 
usually associated with the fat cells and are stained deep 
blue with haematxylin stain. They originate from the lateral 
ectoderm in which the nuclei of a few cells become greatly 
enlarged, later they separate from the parent layer and assume 
their definitive form. Counts show that 14-16 cells are 
present in each section. 
As development advances these oenocytes tend to arrange 
in the form of a group with a characteristic appearance along 
the sides of the first eight abdominal segments. By about a 
day after blastokinesis they begin to move in the 9th. and lOth. 
abdominal segments also (Plate XIII, Fig. 49). It is not certain 
whether the oenocjrtes lying in these abdominal segments have 
migrated from the preceeding segment or originate from their 
respective segments. 
In the i^st of the post-blastokinetic period the oenocytes 
do not show any change except that their regular arrangement is 
lost and they are distributed as free cells in groups of two or 
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three throughout the latero-ventral region of the abdomen 
(Plate XVIII, Hg . 64). These ce l l s are not present in the 
thoracic segments. Notwithstanding the i r close association 
with fat ce l l s , i t i s not certain that they transform directly 
into fat ce l l s as has "been claimed by some workers. 
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XIV. THE NBW0U3 SYSTM 
The nervous system of the Acridids has been investigated 
•by a few embryologists. Only two papers, one by Baden (1936, 
1938) on Melanoplus differentialis and the other by Roonwal 
(1937) on Locusta migratoria migratorioides have been published 
in detail. Since there seems to be some difference of opinion 
between these two pioneer woikers on the origin of neurilemma 
and the fate of the median cord cells it was deemed necessary 
to make detailed observations on its development in Ghrotogonus 
trachy-pterus. 
All workers agree on the ectodermal origin of the 
nervous system. In _C, trachypterus soon after the process of 
gastrulation and the formation of amnionthere appears in the 
middle of the germ band a few cells which are distinctly 
demarcated from the rest on account of their size and shape. 
Transverse sections of this stage at the age of 84 hours 
contain two or three la,rge rounded cells which have compact 
rounded nuclei and are easily dis tlnguishable from the 
adjoining ectodermal cells by their elongate nuclei. These are 
the n.euroblasts which constitute the primordia of the nervous 
tissue. Concurrently with the appearance of these cells the 
midventiTal part of the germ band shows the begining of the 
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invagination which vdll subsequently develop into the neural 
groove. Six hours later at the age of 90 hours the neuroblasts 
move down so as to lie along the ventral margin of the genu 
band on either side of the developing neural groove (Plate 
XII, Fig. 44). 
(1) The Nerve Cord 
The nural groove at 90 hours has become distinctly deep 
and assumes the form of an inverted Y, Counts show that 4-5 
neuroblasts are seen on either side of the groove. One neuro-
blast is lodged in the middle part of the germ band above the 
ventral groove and which in due course of time will develop 
into the median cord region. Serial sections of the germ 
band show that these neuroblasts are distributed throughout 
its whole length. Baden (1936) in Melanoplus differential!s 
describes that transversely the neuroblasts increase from 
3-5 in the intraganglionic positions of each lateral cord 
and from 1-3 in interganglionic positions. Jioonwal (1937,1939) 
has reported a row of 4 or rarelj'' 5 neuroblasts on either side 
of the median line in Locusta migratoria. 
At about this stage of development the parent neuroblasts 
begin to divide mitotically. The division of neuroblast is 
unequal which is a characteristic feature of these cells. The 
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neuroblasts after rapid mitotic division produce a large number 
of small daughter cells (ganglion cells). In an embryo 120 
hours old the ganglion cells are piled up over the parent 
neuroblast and form vertical columns (Plate XCI, Fig, 45). 
No division of the ganglion cells has been observed in 
C, trachvpterus. Baden (1936) in Melanoplus differentialis 
claims that ganglion cells do not divide although he observed 
an occasional mitosis in the ganglion cells in older embryos, 
Hoonwal (1957) has not reported any division of the daughter 
cell in Locusta migrateria. This is in accord with the viev/ 
held by some other workers on different insect types. 
Johannsen and Butt (1941) however, mention that the division 
of daughter cells has been reported by V/heeler (in Doryphora) , 
Nelson (in Apis) and Tiegs & Murray (in Calandra)« 
By about 144 hours the daughter cells send out long 
thin processes. These are fine cytoplasmic extensions which 
begin to form from before backwards, A large number of these 
fibres are enmashed in the ganglionic region of the lateral 
cords. Later, when the two cords join together the fibre 
region (neuropile) becomes continuous (Plate XEI, Pig, 46), 
In the begining when the individual fibres are forming they 
are distinctljr visible but by about 192 hours they get closely 
packed. It appears that the fibres from the ganglion cells 
elongate and produce such fine branches " which so interlace 
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t h a t i t becomes d i f f i c u l t to follow the course of the 
individual f i b r e s . In t ransverse sect ion the neuropile picks 
up a l i g h t orange t inge when counter-s ta ined with eosin and 
can he eas i ly i den t i f i ed . 
In the segmental region a l l along the length of the 
nerve cord the ganglion c e l l s consolidate so as to form 
ganglia which acquire a pos i t ion corresponding to the body-
segments. The neuroblas ts which were ac t ive t i l l now s t a r t 
dwindling progressively t i l l they begin to d i s i n t e g r a t e . 
All neuroblas ts do not stop functioning simultaneously, some 
of them remain ac t ive while others degenerate leaving in t h e i r 
place darkly s ta in ing bodies . These bodies are probably 
caused by the cluirrping of the chromatin of the neuroblast 
nuclei (P la te XEII, H g , 48) . 
Baden (1936) claims tha t the more ven t r a l daughter 
c e l l s always remain a typ ica l neuroblast u n t i l l they disappear 
very l a t e in the embryonic l i f e , itoonwal (1937) maintains 
tha t the neuroblasts degenerate r a the r suddenly and no t i ^ce 
of them can be seen. In Chit>togonus the delamination of the 
neurogenic mass from the dermatogenic t i s sue occurs a t t h i s 
stage and the do r so - l a t e ra l and ven t ra l pa r t s of the ganglion 
separate f i r s t . F ina l ly the l a t e r a l pa r t s a lso separate by 
about one day a f t e r b l a s tok ines i s . The paired l a t e r a l nerves 
a r i s e from the l a t e r a l pa r t s of the ganglionic mass by the 
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extension of ganglion cells along the route and the formation 
of fibres (Plate X7, Pig. 54). 
The paired ganglia of the ventral nerve cord so formed 
a, 
are placed closely "but by about/day after blastokinesis they 
fuse together to form a compact mass. The total number of 
ganglia in the trunk region is eleven, of which the three 
thoracic and the last three abdominal get fused together by 
about two days after blastokinesis. 
(i) The Neurilemma; 
In insects generally the nervous system is surrounded 
by one or two nucleated membranes called the inner and outer 
neurilemma. The outer neurilemma encloses the ventral nerve 
cord and the inner one is formed between the cortical layer 
and the neuropile. In 0* trachypterus both these membrane 
are formed. The outer neurilemma appears first and the inner 
one about 12 hours afteivards at-the age of 252 hours. The 
process of the formation of outer neurilemma is initiated by 
the appearance of spindle-shaped cells connected together by 
a thin membrane on the dorsal side of the lateral cords 
immediately above the mass of ganglion cells. This membrane 
gradually extends downwards and ultimately encloses the entire 
ganglion. The outer neurilemma seems to originate from the 
peripheral ganglion cells although the transformation of the 
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rounded ganglion c e l l s into the spindle-shaped c e l l s has not 
been obse27ved. The close proxiiaity of the neurilemma c e l l s 
to the ganglion c e l l s lends support to t h i s view. About 12 
hours a f t e r h las tok ines i s (252 hours s t age ) . The inner 
neuiHerama develops between the c o r t i c a l l aye r and the 
neuropile (P la te XIII , Pig, 48) . I t i s the ganglion c e l l s 
surrounding the neuropile which give r i s e to t h i s membrane. 
The or igin of neurilemma in d i f ferent i n sec t s has 
been a subject of considerable controversy. According to 
Johannsen & Butt (1941) i t o r ig ina tes from a va r i e ty of 
sources l i k e , the blood c e l l s , the deimatoblasts , the 
transformed ganglion c e l l s and from the wall of the coelomic 
sacs e t c . Baden (1936) while maintaining the ganglion c e l l -
or ig in of the outer neurilemma in Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l ! s 
lends credence to i t s mesodermal o r ig in . Roonv/al (1937) 
claims the or igin of outer neurilemma from the out-l3ring 
ganglion c e l l s i n Locusta migratoria but ne i the r of these two 
workers reported any inner neurilemma. In Chrotogonus the 
pos i t ion of t h i s membrane and the form of i t s cons t i tuen t 
c e l l s leave no doubt regarding i t s exis tence. 
( i i ) The Median Cord; 
The median cord i s a region wedged between two l a t e r a l 
cords of the ven t ra l nerve cord above the neural groove. In 
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the ganglionic region of each, segment it is tall and prominent 
hut in the interganglionic regions it is much depressed. In 
C, trachypterus this region has one neuroblast which first 
differentiates at the age of 90 hours. This neuroblasts is 
Slightly elongated in form and resembles the adjoining derma-
toblasts to such an extent that it becomes difficult to 
differentiate between the two. 
As development progresses the neuroblast divides and 
the daughter nerve cells begin to pile up as a mass of cells 
lying over the neural groove. This condition of median cord 
persists untill hatching (Plate XIII, Fig. 47). 
Opinions regarding the origin and fate of the median 
cord differ to a certain extent among workers. Baden (1956, 
1938) described the median cord cells as originating from the 
hypodermis and in course of development they degenerate and 
get absorbed. He further suggests that the median cord is 
a longitudinal series of cells of doubtfull significance and 
fate. Roonwal (1937) in Locusta migratoria maintains that in 
the median cord portion neuroblasts Ijring intersegmentally 
shift forward and become incorpoi^ted into the ganglion of the 
preceding segment. According to Johannsen & Butt (1941) its 
derivation from the median strip of ventral ectoderm forming 
the roof of the neural groove seems to be certain. 
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(2) The Brain 
The insect brain is composed of three pirimary lohes 
viz, the protocerebrum, the deutocerebrum and the tritQcerebrum. 
Each lobe is formed by the fusion of paired ganglia. In 
C, trachypterus soon after the completion of gastrulation 
the ectoderm of the cephalic lobe begins to thicken and at 
about 84 hours an inner layer of cells forming the neurogen 
becomes disting^jlshable from the outer dermatogen. From the 
neurogenic layer large parent neuroblasts are differentiated 
simultaneously in the three ganglionic centres of the brain 
at the age of about 90 hours. They closely resemble those 
found in the region of the nerve cord in foim and activity, 
• 
i^y The .development of the T)rotocerebrum« 
The paired rudiments of the protocerebral lobes develop 
on either side of the labrum and are much larger as compared 
to the other two lobes of the brain. At about 120 hours each 
half of the protocerebmim occupies considerable space in the 
cephalic region, From the; veiy' begining the arrangement of 
the neuroblasts in each protocerebral lobe is suggestive of a 
subdivision comprising, according to their position, an outer 
middle and inner lobe (Plate ZIV, Fig, 50). As development 
progresses the ectodermal layer (deimatogen) begins to invaginate 
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between the adjoining lobes and by about 168 hours when the 
neuroblasts divide to form the mass of ganglian cells over 
the parent neuroblast, the constituent lobes of the protocere-
brum become quite distinct (Plate XIY, Fig. 52; Plate XV, Fig. 53) 
(a) The Optic lobes: 
Of these three lobes, the outer or the lateral one is 
known as the optic lobe since it gives rise to optic sense 
organs. It develops among different insects either by a 
process of invagination or by delamination of the ectodermal 
layer (Johannsen & Butt, 1941). Hoonwal (1937) described 
the development of optic lobe and the compound eye of L, 
Tnigratorja. More recently sharan (1972) has published a 
fiarly detailed account of the compound eyes in Locustana 
pardalina which provides a clear picture of the changes in 
the eye-plate leading to the formation of the eye. His 
account may be summarized as follows: 
The eye plate separates from the optic ganglion just 
after blastokinesis. It becomes multilayered due to repeated 
mitotic divisions and a maximum of 15 layers could be seen 
at 140 hours stage. At 180 hours the densely pigmented paired 
comeagai cells were differentiated which secrete a planoconvex 
lens of the ommatidium. The ciystalline cone was found to 
be of eucone tjrpe but no separate cone cells (Cells of semper) 
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could he d i f fe ren t ia ted and the cone was probably the product 
of comeagen c e l l s . These c e l l s developed a gap which formed 
a so r t of passage between the lens and the cone. The r e t i n a l 
jpart of each ommatidium cons i s t s of 12 elongated c e l l s with 
prominent nucle i which secrete a r e f rec t ive rhabdom. Both the 
i r i s and r e t i n a l pigment c e l l s were found, but the l a t e r 
developed shor t ly before hatching. I t i s a t t h i s time tha t the 
opt ic ganglion and the eye-plate get connected together by a 
la rge number of f inge r - l ike processes . The nerve f ib res from the 
r e t i n u l a were found to pass i n to the laminaganglionaris ly ing 
j u s t below the basement membrane. 
^^ Chrotogonus the s tages of d i f f e r en t i a t i on of the 
various c e l l u l a r elements i n the eye were obscured by a r e l a t i v e l y 
ear ly pigmentation. At 120 hours stage the eye p l a t e separates 
from the opt ic lobe (P la te XEV, Fig. 50) • The eye p l a t e thickens 
as a r e su l t of c e l l addi t ion which arrange to form i r r e g u l a r rows. 
Five such row could be seen a t 168 hours stage beyond which the 
l i n e a r arrangement i s very much disturbed with the addi t ion of 
more c e l l s . No mitosis was observed. The coraeagen c e l l s were 
iden t i f i ed a f t e r they appeared i n p a i r s . At the age of 264 hours 
the v i sua l c e l l s elongate considerably and the comeagen c e l l s 
begin to secre te the lens (P la te XVI, Fig, 58) . By about 536 
hours the indiv idual ommatidia become d i s t i n c t (P la t e XVI, 
Pig . 57). 
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From the above descr ipt ion i t vd l l be seen tha t the 
opt ic lobes d i f fe r from the other two lobes of the protocerebrum 
i n so for as no neuroblasts have been observed to take pa r t 
i n t h e i r formation-a fact which has been accepted general ly by-
d i f fe ren t workers on various in sec t s (Johannsen & But t , 1941). 
Baden (1936) i n Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s and fioonwal (1937, 
1939) i n Locusta mjgratoria share the same opinion, Sharan 
(1972) claims tha t the neuroblast do not take par t i n the for-
mation of the optic lobes of Locustana pardal ina but the c e l l s 
cons t i t u t ing the lobes are l a rge r and look l i ke the neuroblas ts 
which are derived by infolding of the epidermal c e l l s . In 
G, t rachypterus t h e i r origin could not be es tabl i shed with 
c e r t a i n i t y . Their s ize and form closely resemble the ganglion 
c e l l s of the optic lobe and i t seems qui te probable tha t these 
c e l l s might have moved in from the adjoining lobe. 
("b) The middle and the inner lobe of the protocerebrua, 
ks pointed out e a r l i e r the middle and inner lobes of 
the protocerebrum from the veiy begining shov/ a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
s t r u c t u r e . By about 120 hours the hypodermal invaginat ions 
begin to develop between these lobes so as to make the d i s t i nc t i on 
between the ' two quite obvious (Plate XCV, I"ig, 50), Further 
development i s very s imi lar to what has already been described 
under the ganglia of the nerve cord. Counts show tha t 3-4 
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neuroblasts are present in the middle lobe and 4-5 in the inner 
lobe of the protocerebrum. The parent neuroblasts of the two, 
as they begin to divide mitotically, give rise to a large number 
of ganglion cells which form vertical columns over the parent 
cell. 
By about ^6B hours the hypodermal invagination deepens 
further and the ganglion cells compact into a ganglionic mass. 
The ganglion cells in each lobe develop nerve fibres which run 
into each other to form the neuropile (Plate XIY, Figs. 3P and 53). 
Soon after all the three lobes of protocerebrum become connected 
together and enclose the fibre region. By about a day after 
blastokinesis the hypodeimal invaginations disappear leaving behind 
a smooth hjrpodermis (Plate XV, Fig. 55) . At about two days after 
blastokinesis the two protocerebral lobes of either side are 
connected together by a supraoesophageal commissure which lies 
transversely in front of and above the stomodaeum (Plate XVI, 
Fig. 56), The commissure originates from the protocerebral ganglia 
themselves. The median ectodermal ingrowth appearing betv/een the 
two protocerebral lobes has nothing to do with the formation of 
supra-oesophageal commissure as the later develops earlier than 
the ectodermal ingrov;th. 
The variation in the number of neuroblasts in the two 
lobes of protocerebrum has been described by Hoonwal (1937) in 
Locust a migratoria. According to him the inner lobe shows the 
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presence of 3-4 neuroblasts and the middle 4-6, j u s t double 
the number of neuroblasts present i n the ganglia of the v e n t r a l 
nerve cord, Further , the protocerebrum i s regarded by him as 
being primari ly composed of two neuromeres, one belonging to 
the labrum and the other to pre-antennal segment. In C, 
t rachypterus no concerete evidence i s avai lable in support of 
t h i s contention, 
( i i ) The deuto-and tr i tocerebrum, 
The deuto-and t r i t o c e r e b r a l pa r t s of the birain develop 
exact ly in the same way as the ganglia which c o n s t i t u t e , the 
ven t r a l nerve cord. Their paired rudiments a r i s e a t about the 
same time as those of the protocerebrum. Originally the deuto-
and tr i tocerebrum occupy a d i s t i n c t p re -o ra l pos i t ion but l a t e r 
sh i f t towards the lower border of the mouth. In the begining 
the tv;o deutocerebral lobes l i e in close associa t ion but with 
the progress of the development they move apart and are held 
a t a distance from each o ther . This condition of deutocerebral 
lobes obtains in an embryo about two days a f t e r b las tok ines i s 
(P la te XVII, Pig, 59). The antennary neives o r ig ina te from the 
deutoc erebrum. 
The t r i t o c e r e b r a l lobes l i e beneath the ora l aperture 
and are connected together by the sub-oesophageal commissure. 
The commissure a r i s e s from the t r i t o c e r e b r a l lobes themselves. 
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The nerve f ib res of the commissure are ensheathed by the ganglion 
c e l l s which can he traced to or ig inate fron the t r i t o c e r e b r a l 
lobes (P la te XVI, Fig, 56; P l a t e JTll, P ig . 59) . Some of the 
ganglion c e l l s of tr i tocerebrum extend pos te r io r ly and give; 
r i s e to circum-oesophageal connective which uni tes with the 
sub-oesophageal ganglionic centra (P la te XVII, P ig , 59) . The 
t r i t o c e r e b r a l lobes are also connected with the f ron ta l ganglion 
whose d e t a i l s of development sha l l be considered under the 
stomatogastric nervous system. 
There i s some difference of opinion regarding the or ig in 
of supra-oesophageal and sub-oesophageal commissures among di f ferent 
workers in various i n s e c t s . Johannsen & Butt (1941) describe 
tha t these commissures a r i s e from the median ectodermal thickening. 
Boonwal (1937) claims the or ig in of these commissu3?es in Locusta 
migratoria from the lobes to which they belong and the dermatogenic 
l aye r takes no pa r t i n t h e i r formation. A s imi lar or ig in of these 
commissures has been observed in _C. t rachypterus by the p3?esent 
wr i t e r . 
(3) The Stomatogastric Nervous System 
The stomatogastric or sympathetic nervous system of C, 
trachVTDterus develops from three evaginations which appear a t 
d i f fe ren t places in the dorsal wall of stomodaeum a t about 192 
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hours of development, kt these s i t e s the s ingle layer of the 
ectodermal c e l l s begins to loose i t s regular arrangement and 
rapid p ro l i f e r a t i on s t a r t s . These ganglion c e l l s p i l e up to 
form c l u s t e r s over the stomodaeum. The mesodermal covering of 
the stomodaeal wall i s temporarily bitjaken down during t h i s 
process hut soon i t spreads over the dev:eioping ganglia . Of 
the three ganglia thus developed the f i r s t , known as the f ron ta l 
ganglion, forms near the place v/here the lahrum overlaps the 
stomodaeum. I t i s unpaired. 
The second ganglionic centre represents a common rudiment 
of two component ganglia- the o c c i p i t a l and the pharyngeal. The 
former i s unpaired and the l a t e r i s a paired one. I t l i e s close 
to the f rontal ganglion (P la te X\ril, Pig. 60> . The pharyngeal 
rudiment divides to give r i s e to two ganglia one on e i t h e r side 
of the stomodaeum (P la te XVI, i l g , 56) . The th i rd centre appears 
a t the d is~ta l end of the stomodaeal invagination near the place 
wherefrom the gas t r i c caecae make t h e i r appearance. This i s the 
unpaired ven t r i cu l a r ganglion (Pla te IX, Fig, 37). All these 
ganglia soon become connected wi.th one another by a recurrent 
nerve. The frontal ganglion i s also connected with the t r i t o -
cerebra l lobes of the brain by a f ron to- labra l roo t . The two 
pharyngeal ganglia as they develof) become associated ivith the 
antennary eoelomic sacs and f ina l ly v/hen the cephalic aor ta i s 
formed from t h e i r inner walls fHe two pharyngeal ganglia are enclosed 
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within its lumen. 
By about two days after blastokinesis the inner lateral 
walls of the antennary sacs grow round the corpora allata so as 
to invest them with a very thin mesodermal covering (Plate XVII, 
Pig, 61), It is through this investment that the corpus allatum 
is connected with the paired pharyngeal ganglia. 
Baden (1936) in Melanoplus differentialis has described 
only three ganglia, the unpaired frontal and occipital and one 
paired pharyngeal ganglion. He has not reported the development 
of a ventricular ganglion, Roonwal (1957) on the other hand 
has reported the existance of all the four ganglia of the 
sympathetic nervous system. Further, he has observed an unpaired 
origin of the ventricular ganglia which later divides to foim a 
pair, The present observations broadly confirm the findings of 
Roonwal except the fact that the ventricular ganglion both in its 
origin and final form remains unpaired. 
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r/, THE GONADS 
In Chrotogonus the germ cells first "become distinguish ably 
visible from the adjoining tissue in the dorsal part of the 
coelomic sacs before blastokinesis at the age of 168 hours, 
Upto this period it may be recalled that the segmentation of 
the body has been completed and the appendages have started 
buddin out. The provisional dorsal closure is completely 
established. The germ cells which are lodged in the inner 
lateral wall of the coelomic sac (Plate XVIII, Pig. 62) are 
clearly distinguishable from the rest of the mesodermal cells 
by their large size and rounded form. These cells are also 
less susceptible to nuclear stains as the other cells are. 
Their distribution in the inner lateral wall is such that only 
a single layer could be made out as against two or more layers 
forming a structure known as genital ridge in some other insects. 
The germ cells first make their appearance in the 
sef^ nental regions of the 2-6 abdominal segments, later they 
extend upto the 10th. abdominal segment. Wh.en the coelomic 
sacs disorganize the germ cells of one segment join those of 
the preceding and succeeding segments till a continuous cord 
of germ cells is produced which extends from the second to the 
seventh abdominal segment. These changes take place before 
blastokinesis. 
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After b las tok ines i s the rudiments of paired gonads 
begin to shrink and are withdrawn from a few pos t e r io r segments. 
As a r e su l t of t h i s the o r ig ina l l i n e a r arrangement i s l o s t 
and the c e l l s are d i s t r ibu ted in two or three i r r e g u l a r rows. 
Meanwhile the def in i t ive dorsal closure i s ful ly formed and 
the yolk mass i s completely enclosed within the body. The 
dorsal vessel and the dorsal diaphragm have been l a id down. 
Between the l a t e r and the splanchnic layer lying below there i s 
l e f t a space on e i t he r side of the dorsal vessel in which the 
gonadal rudiments takep up t h e i r pos i t ion as i s evident in 
t ransverse sect ion (P la te XIX, Pigs , 65 and 66) passing through 
these segments, They are enclosed in a th in meSodennal 
covering. As development progresses these rudiments fur ther 
shrink so as to l i e between the 3-7 segments in some enbryos 
while 2~6 in o thers , Further there i s some observable 
difference in the shape of the gonads a l so , some are prominently 
spindle-shaped while others are l e s s so. This i s probably due 
to sex differences, 
Each gonad i r r e spec t ive of the sex cons i s t s of five 
p a r t s - a dorsal ly placed filament, ( the terminal filament)^ a 
l a rge dorsal cell-mass lying j u s t below the terminal fi lament, 
a c e n t r a l cell-mass (comprises both the germinal c e l l s and 
o ther mesodermal c e l l s ) , a small ven t r a l cell-mass and l a s t l y 
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the follicle cells which form the outer limit of the gonads 
as shown in a transverse section.passing through the third 
abdominal segment (Plate XIX, ?ig. 67). No further changes 
occur during the embryonic life. 
In Locusta migratoria Boonwal (1937) has reported that 
the genital cells first make their appearance after the 
coelomic sacs have been formed. They are distinguished in 
the median walls of the dorsal pouch of the sac from the 
second to fifth abdominal segment and later extend into the 
intersegmental regions as well. At the time of hatching both 
the gondds extend posterior upto the sixth abdominal segment. 
In case of MelanopluS (Nels©n, 19"54b) the germ cells are 
reported to take their appearance soon after the formation of 
germ band along its lateral borders which are contiguous with 
the amnion. The cells in this region loose staining power and 
the nucleus as whole appears to be in the resting non-mitotic 
condition. The position of these cells and the loss of staining 
power are considered by Nelsen as important criteria for 
distinguishing the germ cells from the remaining cells of the 
germ band. The segregation of germ cells according to him 
starts from the first abdominal segment and proceeds caudad ahead 
of segmentation. As the abdominal portion of the embryonic 
body begins to assume its definitive foiin the lateral margins 
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benxi dorsad and the germ cells now occupy a dorsal portion at 
the extremity of the upturned lateral margins of the embryonic 
body. The germ cells now become separated into a discreet 
mass set apart from the ectoderm of the lateral margins and 
the amnion and finally become associated with the splanchnic 
wall of the coelomic sac to form the genital strand. The 
history of the germ cells is intimately associated with these 
genital nadiments in Melanoulus differentialis (Nelsen, 1931). 
Th The segregation of germ cells in relation to the .stage 
of development among various orders of insects has been tabulated 
by Nelsen in the following orders: 
1, At period of blastoderm formation (germ cells segregated 
as caudal Pole cells). 
2, Immediately after blastoderm formation (germ cells segi^gated 
from primitive blastoderm cells in caudal region). 
3. Shortly after germ band as such is demarcated from, the 
blastoderm, but before segregation of inner layer is 
initiated (germ cells segregated from primary ectoderm 
in caudal portion of germ band) , 
4. During the period of inner layer and mesenteron segregation, 
but before the formation of the coelomic sacs. 
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5. After coelomic sacs have formed (germ c e l l s derived from 
or associated with when f i r s t detected - the coelomic sacs 
mesoderm) . 
6 . During post embryonic period of development (or ig in of 
germ c e l l s not described) . 
The order orthoptera f inds i t s place in the above 
tabula t ion both in sect ion 4 and 5. Since according to Nelsen 
M* d i f f e r e n t i a l i s i s an instance i n which geni ta l c e l l s of 
ectodermal or igin segregate during the period of inner l aye r 
formation and should therefore , be placed along with o ther 
i n s e c t s i n sect ion 4. On the other hand Xjphidium ensiferum 
(Wheeler), Locust a migratoria (Roonwal) and Chrotogonus 
conform to condition l a i d down i n sect ion 5 of Nelsen. That 
a family containing closely re la ted species as Melanoplus 
and Locusta should show such a great va r i a t i on in the appearance 
of germ c e l l s i s a point tha t has been contested by Hoonxiral 
(1937). This d i spar i ty according to him i s due to the fac t 
tha t no provisional dorsal closure a r i s i n g from the l a t e r a l 
walls of the geiTn band as seen in Locusta and has not been 
observed in Melanoplus f a i l i ng which the germ c e l l s have in 
a l l p robab i l i ty been mistaken for ca rd iob la s t s . This seemingly 
sound argument has been adopted by the present wr i t e r and 
suggests that the failiily acr ididae be placed in sec t ion 5 of 
Nelsen ins tead of sect ion 4 quoted above. 
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XVII. LIST OF IBBHSVIATIONS 
k = Anterior pie 
aca = a n t e r i o r cephalic aor ta 
am = amnion 
am cav = amniotic cavity 
amf - amniotic fold 
ant = antennae 
ant coe = antennary coelom 
ab = abdominal segments (1-11) 
ab coe = abdominal coelom 
ab ap = abdominal appendages 
be = blood cells 
br = brain 
bmeu = bra in neuroblasts 
bw = body wall 
ca = cephalic aorta 
CO = corpus allatum 
c r =s crop 
ch = chorion 
en = cleavage nuclei 
C3 = cytoplasmic strand 
cb l = card ioblas t 
c ib a c i rcum- in tes t ina l blood sinus 
coec = circum-oesophageal connective 
ccm = cen t r a l c e l l mass 
cnc =s comeagen c e l l s 
c1 = dorso- ros t ra l pouch 
c2 = dorso-anal puch 
c3 = ven t ra l pouch 
3 = dorsal 
dcoe = dorsal coelom 
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dn = 
cleg = 
dd = 
da = 
der = 
dcm = 
deer = 
e = 
ec = 
es = 
epl == 
ext ch = 
ex ch = 
end ch = 
emb = 
ex emb = 
emb c = 
f = 
f c = 
frg = 
g = 
gb = 
gc = 
gnc = 
h = 
hyp = 
hpc = 
ilc = 
innl = 
in lb = 
1 = 
Ibr = 
leu = 
degenerating neuroblasts 
deimatogenic layer 
dorsal diaphragm 
dorsal blood sinus 
dermatoblasts 
dorsal cell mass 
deutocerebrum 
eye 
ectodermal cells 
epineural sinus 
eye plate 
extrachoilon 
exochorion 
endochorion 
embryonic region 
extra-embryonic region 
embryonic cuticle 
fat body 
follicle cells 
frontal ganglion 
gonad 
germ band 
germ cells 
ganglionic cells 
heart 
hypodermis 
hepatic caecae 
inner layer cells 
inner neurilemma 
inner lobe of protocerebrum 
lens 
labrum 
leumen 
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Inim = 
m = 
Imc = 
l b = 
Ibm = 
Ibcoe = 
mm = 
mnd = 
mxid coe = 
max = 
max coe = 
mc = 
mcc = 
mg = 
mge = 
mi lb = 
mo = 
mt = 
me = 
n = 
nc = 
neu = 
neup = 
nf = 
ng = 
oe = 
oen = 
om = 
o p l = 
opg = 
oulb = 
ounl = 
ocg = 
l i m i t i n g membrane 
l a t e r a l nerve 
l a t e r a l mesodermal c e l l s 
labium 
l a b i a l mesodeiTa 
l a b i a l coelom 
median mesoderm 
mandible 
mandibular coelom 
maxillae 
maxillary coelom 
median cord 
median cord c e l l s 
mid gut 
midgut epithelium 
middle lobe of protocerebrum 
mouth 
malpighian tubules 
mesodermal cells 
nucleus 
nerve cord 
neuroblast 
neuropile 
nerve f i b r e s 
n e u r a l groove 
oesophagus 
oenocytes 
oblique muscles 
optic lobe 
o p t i c gang l ion 
o u t e r lobe of protocerebrum 
o u t e r neuri lemna 
o c c i p i t a l gangl ion 
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P = posterior pole 
pc = pericardial cells 
pro = proventrlculus 
pr = proctodaeum 
'ph. = pharynx 
pdc = provisional dorsal closure 
prf = post retinal fibres 
pri = proctodaeal invagination 
phg = pharyngeal ganglion 
peer = protocerebrum 
pea = ' posterior cephalic aorta 
prm- = proctedaeal mesoderm 
pr e = proctodaeal ectoderm 
pserc = posterior serosal cells 
pi = pleuropodia 
m = recurrent nerve 
ser = serosa 
soeb = suboesophageal body 
soeco = suboesophageal commissure 
suoeco = supra-oesophageal commissure 
spm = splanchnic mesoderm 
st = stomodaeum 
sti = stomodaeal invagination 
ste = stomodaeal ectoderm 
stm = stomodaeal mesoderm 
sm = somatic mesoderm 
th - thoracic segments (1-3) 
thap = thoracic appendages " 
thg = thoracic ganglia 
tcer = tritocerebrum 
tf = teiminal filament 
tb = transverse bridge 
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V = ventral 
vs = ventral diaphragm 
vm = vitelline membrane 
vg = ventral gioove 
vng = ventricular ganglion 
vcoe = ventral coelom 
com = ventral cell mass 
wcu = white cuticle 
y = yolk 
yc = yolk cell 
ycu = yellow cuticle 
XVIII. EXPLM ATI ON OP PIGUHSS 
PLiffBS I - XEX 
PLATE ~ I 
BXPLAHATION OP PIGITRES 
^ig, 1 Tangential section of chorion, showing chorionic 
sculpture and hexagonal pattern of chorion, 
Hg. 2 Longitudinal section of egg wall of freshly laid 
egg, showing the vitelline membrane and chorionic 
layers. 
Fig, 3 Longitudinal section of egg wall of mid-region at 
96 hours, showing the serosal cell, white and 
yellow cuticle. 
Pig. 4 Longitudinal section of posterior end of a freshly 
laid egg showing the yolk masses and position of 
the egg nucleus. 
Pig. 5 A portion of the posterior pole of a freshly laid egg 
showing the chromosomes complex. 
Pig. 6 Longitudinal section of posterior end at 10 hours, 
showing six cleavage cell stage. 
Pig. 7 Longitudinal section of posterior end at 24 hours, 
showing the arrangement of cleavage nuclei on the 
periphery. 
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PLITB - I I 
EXPLANATION OF FIGUHSS 
F i g . 8 Transverse s e c t i o n a c r o s s the p o s t e r i o r end of an egg, 
showing a s e r a i - c i r c u l a r band of d i v i d i n g c e l l s - 3 0 hours , 
F i g . 9 Long i tud ina l s e c t i o n of a p o s t e r i o r end a t 42 -hours , 
showing t h e embryonic r eg ion (blas toderm) and e x t r a -
embryonic r e g i o n . 
F i g . 10 Long i tud ina l s e c t i o n of p o s t e r i o r end a t 48 -hour s , 
showing t h e germ band and extra-embryonic r e g i o n . 
F i g . 11 Long i tud ina l s e c t i o n of a p o s t e r i o r end a t 58 h o u r s , 
showing the m u l t i - l a y e r e d cond i t i on of germ d i s k . 
F i g . 12 Transverse s e c t i o n a c r o s s the p o s t e r i o r end a t 
48-hours , showing the double l ayered c o n d i t i o n of 
germ d i s k . 
F i g , 13 Transverse s e c t i o n a c r o s s the p o s t e i l o r end a t 
58 hours showing the m u l t i - l a y e r e d c o n d i t i o n of 
germ band. 
F i g , 14 Transverse s e c t i o n a c r o s s the p o s t e r i o r end a t 
68 h o u r s , showing the two amniot ic f o l d s and 
amnio t ic c a v i t y . 
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PLAgE ~ III 
EXPLANTION OF FUGURBS 
Fig. 15 Longitudinal section of posterior end at 96 hours, 
showing posterior serosal cells and cuticles - X 100. 
Fig, 16 Sagittal section of posterior end at 108 hours, 
showing mandibular, maxillary and labial coelomic 
sacs, sub-oesophageal body and provisional dorsal 
closure - X 400. 
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PLATS -IV 
B2PLJINJITI0N OF FIGUHBS 
F i g , 17 Transverse s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through p o s t e r i o r po le 
a t 68 h o u r s , showing the v e n t r a l groove, i n n e r 
l a y e r and yolk c e l l s - X 400. 
F i g , 18 Transverse s e c t i o n of an embryo 90 hours o ld , shovd.ng 
the l a t e r a l p a r t s of the i n n e r l a y e r - X 400, 
F i g , 19 Transverse s e c t i o n of an emhryo 96 hours o ld , showing 
the bending of l a t e r a l arms of mesoderm a long with t h e 
germ band - X 600. 
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PLATB - V 
EXPLAITATION OF PIGUHBS 
H g . 20 Transverse s e c t i o n of an embi^ro 120 hours old pas s ing 
through the mandihular segment. Note the mandihular 
coelomic sacs and sub-oesophageal body - X 600. 
F i g . 21 Transverse s e c t i o n of an embzyo 120 hours old pass ing 
through the l a b i a l coelomic s a c s . Note C^, C^  and C,— 
X 600. 
F i g . ''2 Transverse s e c t i o n of an erabr^ i'O 120 hours old pas s ing 
through the second t h o r a c i c segment, showing the d o r s a l , 
v e n t r a l coelom, t r a n s v e r s e b r i d g e , p r o v i s i o n a l do r sa l 
c l o s u r e and e | ) ineura l s inus - X 400. 
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EXPLANATION OP PIGUSSS 
F i g . ?.0 Embryo 120 hours o ld ( s t a ^ e 8 ) , showing b i lobed lahrura, 
antennae and d i f f e r e n t append icu la r buds - X 1 5 . 3 . 
F i g . 24 Embryo 132 hours old ( s t a g e 9) » showing b i lobed labnam, 
an tennae , t h r e e g a n a t h a l , t h r ee t h o r a c i c and e leven 
abdominal appendages - X 16 .7 . 
F i g . 23 Embryo 168 hour s old ( s t a g e I P ) , note t>ie b i l obed 
labruin and p a i r e d antennae reach ing upto the f i r s t 
t h o r a c i c segment - X 15.3 . 
F i g . ?6 Embryo 19? hours old ( s t a g e 14) . Note the b i lobed 
labrura, an tennae , t h o r a c i c appendages and the broad 
a n t e r i o r p a r t of abdomen - X 15 ,7 , 
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PLATE - VII 
EXPLMATION OF FIGURES 
P i g . 27 Embryo ?04 hours old ( s t a g e 15) t showing the h l a s t o k -
i n e t i c movement a long the p o s t e r i o r pole (D iag rame t i c ) , 
F i g . ?H Embryo 3?8 hours old ( s t a g e 17 ) , showing the b l a s t o -
k i n e t i c movement towards the do r sa l surface (Diagrametic) • 
F i g . ?9 Embryo ?40 hours old ( s t a g e 1 8 ) . - X 17.5 
F i g . 30 Embryo ?52 hours old ( s t a g e 19 ) , Note the p leuropod ia 
and c r e s c e n t i c eyes - X 24.3 
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PLATS ~ VIII 
EXPLANATION OP FIGURES 
Pig. 31 Embryo 264 hours old/"one day after blastokinesis; 
stage 20). Note the segments of antennae, labrum 
and thoracic appendages specially the hind femoi^, 
- X 10.3 
Pig, 32 Embryo 288 hours old (Two days after blastokinesis; 
stage ^1). Note the antennae and hind femora.- X 10.5 
Pig. 33 Embryo 312 hours old (Three days after blastokinesis; 
22 stage) . Note the position of hind femora and eyes. 
- X 10.4 
Pig. 34 Embryo 336 hours old shortly after hatching (stage 23) 
Note the eyes and hind legs.-XI2.4 
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PLATE - IZ 
EXPLANATION OF FIGURES 
S a g i t t a l s e c t i o n a t 96 hours s t age to show the 
stomodaeal i n v a g i n a t i o n and p r o v i s i o n a l d o r s a l 
c l o s u r e - X 400. 
S a g i t t a l s e c t i o n pas s ing throug?i 19? hours old 
enibiyo, showj.ng the stomodaeura, p r o v i s i o n a l d o r s a l 
c l o s u r e and e p i n e u r a l s inus - X 150. 
F i g . 37 A p o r t i o n of s a g i t t a l s ec t i on pass ing through 264 
hours old embiyo (one day a f t e r h l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , showing 
t h e stomodaeum, h e p a t i c caecae , sp lanchnic mesoderm, 
mid-gut c e l l s and v e n t r i c u l a r gangl ion - X 400. 
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PLATE - X 
EXP IMATI ON OP PIGUHES 
F i g . 38 Transverse s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through the h e p a t i c caecae 
a t ?88 hours s tage (Two days a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . 
Note the s i n g l e layered ectoderm and mesoderm - X 400. 
P i g . 39 P o r t i o n of s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n of 264 hours old embryo 
(one day a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , showing p a r t of the 
pharynx, oesophagus, c r o p , p r o v e n t r i c u l u s , h e p a t i c 
caecae and l i m i t i n g membrane. - X 110 
P i g . 40 Transverse s e c t i o n pass ing through the raalpighian 
t u b u l e s a t 240 hours (soon a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . 
Note the o u t e r neurileraraa. - X 450 
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SlOPLANifflON OF PIGITRES 
F i g . 41 P o r t i o n of a s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n of embryo 144 hours 
o l d . Note t h e p roc todvaea l i n v a g i n a t i o n and abdominal 
coelomic sacs i n the l a s t t h r e e abdominal segments 
-X450. 
P i g . \?. P o r t i o n of a s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n of an embryo 168 hours 
o l d . Note the p r o c t o d a e a l i n v a g i n a t i o n with double-
l aye red ectodermal and mesodermal c e l l s - X 1050. 
F i g . 43 P o r t i o n of l o n g i t u d i n a l s e c t i o n of an embryo 19? 
hours o ld , showing the o r i g i n of malpighian tubu les 
- X 450. 
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PAST - m 
BXPLMifflON OP STGUilES 
F i g , 44 A p o r t i o n of t r a n s v e r s e sec t ion of an embryo 90 
hour s o l d , showing n e u r a l groove and the n e u r o b l a s t s , 
- X 1050 
F i g . 45 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n of embrj'-o IPO hours 
o l d . Note the pa r en t n e u r o b l a s t s with t h e i r gangl ion 
c e l l s forming v e r t i c a l columns ,and median cord c e l l s , 
- X 1050 
F i g . 46 A p o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s ec t i on pass ing through 
the t h i r d t h o r a c i c segment of an embryo 240 hours 
o l d . Note the gangl ion c e l l s ^ n e u r o p i l e , median cord , 
dermatogenic l a y e r , o u t e r neurilemma and median 
mesoderm.- X 450 
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PLATE - XIII 
EXPLMITION OF FI&UKES 
P i g , 47 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through 
the second abdominal segment of an embryo ?.32 hours 
o ld (1? hours a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . Note the median 
cord , gang l ion c e l l s and developing v e n t r a l septum. 
- X 450 
F i g . 48 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through the 
t h i r d t h o r a c i c segment of an embryo 252 hours old 
( 1 ^ hours a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) showing the o u t e r 
and inn.er neurilemma). - X 650 
? i g . 49 Transverse s e c t i o n pas s ing through the t h i r d abdominal 
segment of an embryo 264 hours old (one day a f t e r 
b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . Note the nerve cord, circura-
i n t e s t i n a l blood s i n u s , d o r s a l s inus and oenocytes. 
- X 110 
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PLUS - XIV 
EXPLANATION OP PIGUHES 
Pig« 50 Transverse s e c t i o n pass ing through t h e head reg ion 
a t 1?0 hours s t age to show d i f f e r e n t lobes of 
protocerehrura, b r a i n n e u r o b l a s t s , e y e - p l a t e and 
antennary coelomic sacs . - X 600. 
P i g . 51 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through the 
head reg ion of an embryo 168 hours o ld . Note the 
an te r i .o r c e p h a l i c a o r t a , i n n e r lobe of the p r o t o c e -
rebrum and neuro-oile, - X 450. 
P i g . 52 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through the 
head reg ion of an embryo 168 hours old showing 
p o s t e r i o r cepha l i c a o r t a , the i n n e r , t he middle 
and the o u t e r lobe of the p ro tocerebrum, - X 450. 
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FLATS - XV 
EXPLANATION OF PIGUBES 
F i g . 53 P o r t i o n of a l o n g i t u d i n a l s e c t i o n of an embryo of 
19? hours o l d . Note the t h r e e lobes of protocerebrum 
and a n t e r i o r cepha l i c a o r t a - X 450, 
Fif;, 54 Long i tud ina l s e c t i o n of an erabaryo P88 hours old (Tv/o 
days a f t e r b l a s to l c ines i s ) , Note the protocerebrum, 
f r o n t a l ,<^anglion, corpora a l l a t . a , l a t e r a l nerve a>id 
t h o r a c i c gan^^lia - X 110, 
P i g . 55 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through the 
protocerebrum of ?64 hours old embryo (one day a f t e r 
b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , Note the e y e - p l a t e , o u t e r and middle 
lobe of the protocerebrum - X 450. 
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PLAJB - XVI 
EXPLMJfflON OF FI&UHES 
F i g . 56 P o r t i o n of a l o n g i t u d i n a l s e c t i o n p a s s i n g through t h e 
b r a i n of an embryo P.88 hours old (two days a f t e r b l a s t o -
k i n e s i s ) showing sup ra - , sub-oesophageal commissures, 
p a i r e d pharyngeal and unpaired o c c i p i t a l gangl ion . -X 1050. 
F i g , 57 Lonfcitudinal s e c t i o n pass ing through the eye of a newly 
hatched hopper . Note the l e n s , corneagen c e l l s and 
o p t i c gangl ion - X 650. 
F i g . 58 Long i tud ina l s e c t i o n pass ing through the e y e - p l a t e of 
an embryo ?6A hours old (one day a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , 
showing the corneagen c e l l s , p o s t - r e t i n a l nerve f i b r e s 
and op t i c gangl ion - X 1050. 
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PLAJB - XVII 
BXPLiNATION OF PIGUHES 
F i g . 59 P o r t i o n of a s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n of an embryo ?88 h o u r s 
o l d (Two days a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , showing t h e p r c t o - , 
d e u t o - , t r i t o c e r e b r u m and c i r c i i m - o e s o p h a g e a l c o n n e c t i v e 
_ X 1050 . 
F i g . 60 P o r t i o n of a s a g i t t a l s e c t i o n a t 19? h o u r s s t a g e 
showing s t o m a t o g a 3 t r j . c g a n g l i a and r e c u r r e n t n e r v e 
- X 4 5 0 . 
F i g . 61 P o r t i o n of a l o n g i t u d i n a l s e c t i o n of an embryo ?88 
h o u r s o l d (Two days --^-^.--- b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , shov/ing 
s u b - o e s o p h a g e a l g a n g l i o n , c o r p o r a a l l a t a and a n t e n n a r y 
mesodermal l a y e r - X 6 5 0 , 
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EXPlMJfflON OP FIGURES 
F i g . 62 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through the 
second a'bdoniinal segment of an embryo 168 hours old. 
Note the germ c e l l s and c a r d i o b l a s t s - X 1050, 
F i g . 63 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through the 
t h i r d ahdorainal segment of an embryo ?40 hours o ld . 
Note the c a r d i o b l a s t s , somatic mesoderm, la te ra l blood 
s i n u s e s and body-wal l - X 1050. 
F i g , 64 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through f i r s t 
abdominal segment of an embryo ?64 hours old (One day 
a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . Note the d o r s a l s i n u s , dorsa l 
diaphragm, p e r t . c a r d i a l c e l l s , blood c e l l s , oenoo,ytes 
and embryonic c u t i c l e - X 450. 
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PLATE - XIX 
BXPLM.ATIOir OF FIGUHES 
P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing tVjrough t h e 
t h i r d abdominal segment of an embryo ?64 hours o l d , 
(One day a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , Note the d o r s a l s i n u s , 
b lood c e l l s , f a t -body and gonads - X 450. 
F i g . 66 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through the 
second abdominal segment of an embryo 288 hours o l d , 
(Two days a f t e r b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) . Kote the gonads - X 450, 
F ig . 67 P o r t i o n of a t r a n s v e r s e s e c t i o n pass ing through t h e 
gonads of an embryo 51^ hours old (Three days a f t e r 
b l a s t o k i n e s i s ) , s h o w i n g d i f f e r e n t components - X 1050, 
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